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BY BRENT DAVIS AND CHRIS HUDSON 

On August22, miners from six states gathered 
in Harlan, Kentucky to support the 13-month·old 
strike at Brookside mine. They were called there 
by the United Mine Workers leadership, which, 
after a year of jailings, beatings, and shootings of 
miners and their families at Brookside, had finally 
called a five·day "memorial" closure of the 
nation's coal mines to support the Brookside 
miners and prepare for the national strike 
1\pproachipg in November. 

The miners who gathered in Harlan for the 
"\ugust22 tllllyr~m;~nted th~ mosi. miHtant~d 
advanced milie'; wii1iin the muon. The KenCut:ky 
miners, engaged in a life and death struggle in a 
region with a militant labor tradition, wen, joined 
by d?~e to 1,000 miners from West Virginia, 
VirginIa, Georgia, Alabama and minois. They 
were eager to utilize the;.!' time off during the 
memorial shutdown to take .part in what most 
thought would be an attempt to stop the scab 
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demonstrated i!Jln(~e;'sai enHmsi,*sm ~or Miller. 
There was no sign of disbe!ief·.in. .nis militant 
pronouncements on the n~adiiless of t union to 
strike and win in November. 

The high points of Miller's speech were the 
slogan, "If the coal cannot be mined safdly in 
America, it will ilOt be mined at ail," and" threat 
to those who complained about the memorial 
shutdown that this was mild compared to what 
November will bring if a satisfactory settlement is 
not reached. The miners greeted these sedious of 
the speech with thunderous applause. 

Within two weel{s of the Harlan rally, Duke 
Po.~er Co., which had ro.. niore than i! year' 
to keep the Bwo]kside n"n,union, admitted 
defeat. Thi~ has far beyond 
the 

UNI~NnlfNG S'HWGGLE 

to defend Brookside minen!, held in Harl"" County, 

The Harlan stmggl" is only the latest chapter 
in an unending struggle in eastern Kentucl<y 
stretching bacl< mm'" Hum 70 years. Time and 

mines from operating. 
The UMW officials were fOFC"d to make token 

concessions to this militancy by promising the 
miners that, while there would be "0 vi"lence this 
time, the next time they wouM "lay down the 
scabs." 

ENTHUSIASM FOR MILLER 

While the disappointment at being confined to 
a parade on the streets of Harlan was evident, it 
appeared that no one saw the connection between 
this and the overall policy of the Miller leadership 
in the UMW. Quite the contrary, the rally 

BY JACK GREGORY 

"President Ford and Secretary of State I{issinger 
said yesterday that continued high oil prices set by 
producing countries involved the risk of a world 
depression and, the President added, the 'break
down of world order and safety.'" 

So hegan the lead story in the September 24 New 
York Times, commenting on Ford's statements to 
the World Energy Conference in Detroit and 
Kissinger'S address to the United Nations General 
Assembly. Ford and Kissinger also held up the 
increasing possibility of nuclear war together with a 
thinly veiled threat of military intervention in the 
Middle East to force down the price of oil. 

FAMINE 

Meanwhile, the world food crisis is spreading, 
leaving famine and death in its wake. The starving 
millions in West Africa are now joined by the 

again the mincO's in ""d elsewhere have 	 August won major victory at Brookside. d{c>monstrat.ih»g 
trem{"]lH~Om; orQurnK~' &nd militancy.fought heroic b"Uies, by hundreds of 

deaths, aga'''f;t Ow mine ope....tors. Time and 
again they wm, "nion rights, only to see 
that, instead of these r",ming the basis for it shows "bout historic struggles of the lJM\JV, "rid 
new gains, their ga,ns th"i,. union rights have what it shows ab"ut the unfolding labor stnll{'yle 
been stripped away in time. United States, the Harlan strike has excepti"~~~1 

At Hie same time, the Harlan struggle eomes·as to teach every militant. and revolutionary worker. 
one of the sharpest fights in the wave of ullion The tactics employed by J)ulw Power give warning to 
unrest now sweeping across the Unit.ed States. It all workers of the brutality and ruthlessness with which 
sels the stage for the expected November national the capitalists are prepared to fight the duss struggle. If 
mine strike, which can give a spark to the entire the class struggle reaches similar height.s elsewhere, Duke 
dass struggle in the United States. Both ror what Cont'd. p. 11 

teeming masses of India. Tfll" same issue of tlw The ru linp; class is now heginning to adnlit t.he 
Times that carried the statements by Ford -and proport.ions of the conjuncturaI situation, souw 
Kissinger quotes an Indian agricultural expert on thing they llav", long tried to suppn'ss. 
the "immense problems in t('rms of human misery. nxwnple, only a fpw weeks ago the nation's 
malnutrition, and starvation. The big· question is bourgeois economists concluded their "pre-summit 
how many people will actually die." conference in Washington, D.C., in general public 

Mass starvation, food crisis, energy crisis, the agreement that there was no reason to fear a de· 
threat of depression, the danger of nuclear war, and pression. In addition, these optimists pretty much 
the possible breakdown of world order and safety concurred that inflation will slowly decline. 

these are all in a day's news. For today capitalism Later in the month, the chairman of the New 

faces a crisis of monumental proportions. Cont'd. p. 1 
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Page 2/0ctober, 197;'/Tke Torch ----,-.-.. ~~...~'", 
the traditional forms of capitalism. Having 
abandoned the Leninist conception qf revolutionary 
proletarian leadership, the SWp· looks to petty
bollrgeois forces to¥cbring about the socialist 
revolution. 

COVER-UPSa , "~--""'.-.& Saunder' book, therefore, is no merern'~T 
EDITED BY GEORGE SAUNDERS collection. It represents the SWP's attempt 
MONAD PRESS. S3,95 to justifyits own capitulation to the Russian 

"democratic movement," those dissident 
elements of the last several. years whose 
writings are characterized by appeals to the 
bureaucracy to abide by the Constitution, 

< Yuri Galanskov, Russian' under calls for democratization, advocacy of legal
ground editor who died in prison' and peaceful methods of struggle, and 

aJfirmation of loyalty to the Soviet state. 

REVIEWED BY HARRY PARKER It is also, appropriately, the SWP's attempt to 
AND RON TABER dress these currents up as true descendants of the 

Russian Left Opposition led by Trotsky. In typical
Torch No. 7 demonstrated that the state centrist fashion, the SWP seeks to cover its 

capitalist system in the Soviet Union is in serious capitulation to Russian state-capitalism through a
trouble. With declining growth rates and growing dishonest public relations job on the "democratic
discontent in the population, the bureaucracy finds movement" and periodic genuflections to the icon of 
it increasingly difficult to rule. Just as is happening political revolution.
in the west, barbaric attacks against the working In order to see this and understand some of the 
class are being prepared as the rulers desperately consequences of this method, it is necessary to 
try to save the system from itself. . quote from Saunders himself. On page 39 of his 

How can the workers defend themselves? How introduction to Sarnizdat, we read:
Lan they· overthrow the state-capitalist system that For aU the severity of the Brezhnev "counterreform" 
has ruled since the thirties? How can revolution the worst forms of the Stalinist dictatorship have not 

ariesbest prepare the workers for revolution? These been restored, and it is unlikely that they will be, 

are the "burning questions·of our· movement. " because of the changed relationship of forces between 


the masses and the bureaucracy. But the gradual 

CENTRIST TAILISM retracting of concessions that the masses had won 


through struggle in the 1953-1962 period stimulated the 

Likewise these are questions one expects to see developing vanguard, consciousthe more elements 

highlighted and put in a more concrete light when a among the youth, the workers, the inteUigentsia and 

"revolutionary" edits a collection of writings from the party rank-and-file, to resist. These elements had 

the Soviet· opposition movement. Or if these become convinced that they had to take a stand: the 

questions aren't being discussed by the movement reimposition of the repressive police regime had to be 

we expect to see this fact discussed and analysed. prevented at all costs. Thus rose the opposition which 

And we expect to see the "revolutionary" expose chose to act in the open, not just underground, hut to 


appeal to the population at large.the reformist tendencies and counterpose a 
The tactic adopted by this opposition was to take the revolutionary program to what they are -advocating. 

text of the 1936 Constitution and demand all theBut this is too much to demand from a member of freedoms that it guaranteed: to . declare that it, thethe centrist Socialist Workers Party. opposition, was adhering to law and that the 
Despite the author's intent, the book is valuable bureaucratic authorities were the violators. This initial 

for a number of interesting and important tactic was politically weU founded, because the 
documents. Most important of these is the aspiration for Soviet democracy is undoubtedly the 
"Memoirs of a Bolshevik-Leninist." chief common denominator of the various social layers 

The anonvmous author of the "Memoirs" in opposition, and of the different ideologi~aI currents 
somehow su;"ived all the hardships and cruelties ·within what is now given the name udemocratic 
imposed on Trotskyists by the Stalin regime and . movement." 

This tactic is also consistent with the basic political has written a personal and political chronicle. While 
logic of the most consistent elements among the new it is not a programmatic document, we get a feel for 
opposition who approach fundamentally the same point the revolutionary internationalism that was the of view as that held by the Left Opposition .... That is, 

hasis of the LO: it... denies that Stalinist terror is the product of 
There are also the memoirs of a woman whose October or of Leninism .... The opposition [ocuses its 

husband was in the LO. Her crime, in addition to attacks on the phenomena of bureaucratic degeneration 
heing married to her husband, was having been an and . considers the establishment· of full democratic 
honest party worker. To her the growth of industry freedoms for all the workers and citizens under the 
was unthinkable without a corresponding increase socialist constitution as the central aim of its struggle. 
in living standards of the workers. Her report on the Stalinism appears to the new oppositionists primarily 

as the violation of legality ....conditions of workers at the Glukhovka Textile Mill 
and suggestions for improvements are an indication LEGION OF ERRORS
of the resistance of much of the party rank and file 
to' -the policIes-of the },talin faction. . The political errors in these three paragraphs are 

An account of the Trotskyists at the Vorkuta legion. These are some of the more grotesque. 
camp including the great hunger strike of 1936-1937 1) Saunders, supposedly a Trotskyist, considers 
and their subsequent massacre rounds out the the vanguard to be the "more conscious" members 
discussion of the LO. of a political and social hodge podge rather than the 

Saunders, however, had more in mind than revolutionary leadership of the proletariat organ
collecting a few documents. The organization that ized in a Trotskyist democratic centralist party. 
Saunders represents, the Socialist Workers Party, 2) Saunders asserts rather than proves that the 
adapts itself to state-capitalism just as it does to "democratic movement's" emphasis on the 1936 

Constitution and the "rule of law" is a tactic and 

© 1974 by the Revolutionary Socialist League Publishing 
 not the actual program of the. "democratic
Company movement." Yet all the evidence provided by the 

writings in the book prove the opposite.Co-Editors: Bruce Landau, Jack Gregory 
3) Saunders implies that the program of the LOManaging Editor: Derek Hirst 

and the 1936 Constitution are one and the same. He 

Published monthly at 13755 Woodward Avenue, Highland further implies that the gains of October are 

Park. Michigan 48203. equivalent to the co\tent of the Constitution. But 
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 torship of the proletariat." 

PRINTED ENTIRELY BY UNION LABOR 4) Instead of a class analysis of the "democratic 
Other labor donated movement, " Saunders serves up HI .hash which 

merely asserts that some elernents are "more 
consistent" than others. 

These gems, especial~ numbers.2 and 3, make it 
Clear what is going on here: Saunders buys the 
program of reform and tries to hide the fact by 
calling it a tactic,a Trotskyist tactic at that. 

The approach of revolutionaries is quite different. 
Rec~gnizing the legitimacy of democratic demands, 
revolutionaries give support to the struggle to win 
them. At the same time, they point out that sLate 
capitalism can't be reformed and that if the ruling 
class grants concessions as it retreats, it does so in 
order to gain time to regroup and return to the 
attack. 

Revolutionaries also point out that reformist 
leaders, who are more afraid of revolution than the 
status quo, will take fright and betray the struggle 
as they realize what is at stake. Only the proletariat, 
led by a revolutionary party, can overthrow the 
system and guarantee the achievement of demo
cratic rights. 

THE MIDDLE CLASS APPROACH 

Rather than being the common denomination of 
all social layers, a program limited to demands for 
legality and democratization is the program of such 
middle class sectors as technicians and the 
intelligentsia. Let's look at the program of these 
elements more closely. 

The most explicit exponents of reformism are the 
spokesmen for what Saunders calls the moderate 
wing of the "democratic movement." This wing is 
represented by Andrei Sakharov, Roy Medvedev, 
and Valery Turchin. In March, 1970, they sent a 
letter to Brezhnev, Kosygin, and Podgorny in which 
they explain their program. A few brief quotations 
will substantiate the point being made here: 

Our country has made great strides in the development 
of... new socialist humanrelationsbips. Our achieve
ments have universal significance .... (Pages 399-400) 

At the present time there hi an urgent need to carry out 
a series of measures directed toward the further 
democratization of our country's public life. This need 
stems, in particular from the very close connection 
between the problem of technological and economic 
progress and scientific methods of management, on the 
one hand. and the problems of information, the open 
airing of views, anti the fre.e clash of ideas on the other. 
Wage 400\ 

Oemocratization, carried out under the leadership of 

the CPSU in collaboration with all strata of societv, 

should maintain and strengthen the leading role of the 

party in the economic. political, and cultural life of 

society. (Page 400) 


Democratization should be gradual in order to avoid 
possible complications and disruptions. (Page 400) 

A course toward democratization would bridge the gulf 
between· the party and state apparatus and the 
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ELITISM the opposition move! 
To justify this penThese "moderates" make no bones about the 

character. Saunders delitism that characterizes reformist politics. Democ
But in doing this. he e ratization, de-Stalinization. rule of law, etc. are code 
wehs of distortions. ,words middle class elements use to indicate that 
approach of the "denthey should have more say in running society. 
approach of the LeftAnd by new "socialist human relationships," 
the reader that in lawhich must be based on the elimination of classes 
Trotskyists changedand the difference between mental and manual 
they rejected any strallabor, these people really mean "scientific man
political revolution, le(agement," the retention of this division and an 
overthrow the Stalin;expression of bourgeois ideology. We see that state 

In 1938, Trolskycapitalism reproduces all the ideological props of 
Transitional Programcapitalist society everywhere. 
... It is necessary to r Even Saunders "more consistent" elements are their free democratic fOl

miles away from a revolutionary standpoint. Pyotr As once the bourgeois 
permitted to enter the "'I ICORRECTION ddve the bureaucracy 01 

The statement "League Expels Entrists" (Torch there is room only for r 
No. 14) contained one factual error, when it said; rank-and-me, collective 

Army men.... Only tI"Jon Myers, Brecht's corporal in Chicago, was 
oppressed masses ean r dropped from the CC and soon afterwards reduced 

t6 candidate membership and eventually dropped 
altogether by the Chicago branch." Actually, Myers 
was reduced to candidacy by the Central 
Committee, at the same time as he was dropped 
from the CC. The Chicago brancjJ. did later drop 
Myers from membership. 
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Grigorenko is the leading exponent of the "left consistent" eleIX\ents ;n~ver give their slogans either and regenerate the workers' state, ' elL'.Hwnts are H more wing" of the :'democratic movement:" Writing in a the Ci!ISS or the revolutionary content that Trotsky Trotsky's. errorla,y in his fetishization of 
prison diary in ·1969, (}rilorenk:,~expl~insrow he insisted on. natiollli-lizedprope~ folJi1,s. 'The degeneration o~111bors 2 and 3, make it has come to recognizecertain'.,'fmistdkes" in his 'Bilt Saunders§,is not quite finished with his the Russian 'workers' state, and the destlUctioll 0,:0: Saunderfl buys the political thinking of the early sixties: atrocities. Orf'ithe last page of his introduction he the Bolshevik Party by the Stalinist bureaucracyes to hide the fact by 

:yist; tactic at that. ... The old approach was typiealiyBoish.evik: the notes the isolation of the "democratic movement" led Trotsky to increasingly identify the nation!l!.iied 
creation Of a strictly consJiltatoriai illegal org~ization from the "masses:" After saying that the ability of property forms established by the October;aries is quite different. 
and the circulation of illegalleailets. B"t now there's '''' the "democratic movement" to find a broader bas,,", R~v()lution as inherently, in and of themselvcs,)f democratk demands, organization, no leaflets, just open, hold aUae.1<!! "n amongst the masses is central, he goes on: pl":O~tarian. Conse~uently, he argu{~1 that theto the struggle to win obvious tyranny, falsehoOdland hypoerisy, atuicks on [whether they can bd ."ch abase] depends in part Oil caPitalist cOl.\nterrevolution had to take the form of3y point out that stlrte tlie perversion of truth. B'efore, the, call was for the 

I and that if the ruling what policies the democratic movement adopts ""d smashing the nationalized property. AR long aR theoverthrow' of the regm,e of 'that period and for .. retw-n which of the tendencies With." it can IcarD to mobilizet retreats, it does so in to the point at which Lenin left off. Now the call is to 	 nationalized property was maintained, Trotsky
the masses.... It i. too e"-Tly to say what ti,,, final 

remove the visible evils of society, to fight for strict 	 argued that the state remained a workers' "tate.)UP and return to the outcome of the effort to crilate " puhlic movement for
observance of the existing laws and for the realization 	 This conception is incorrect. In fact, :riationlllized

democratic rights will be. (Page 44) 
~t out that reformist ill constitutional rjghts. Then the call was for 	 properLy forms out of the hallds of th" prol"t!<rillt

Thus the post-1933 orientation of the Fourthrevolution. Now the struggle is an open one, within the alld its vlllIg,,,,rd aI''' .not inher~ntly J)l'oletHl'ial~ at 
frrunework Of the law, for the democratization. of the International has been completely remade in the all. When the proletanat led by Its vanguard seIzes 

of revolution chan the 
nd betray the struggle L 

life of our -society. What, then, is there in common, image of the "democratic movement" -in place of state power. proceeds to smash the hourgeois state:e. Only the proletariat, either in tactics or. in essence? (Page 357) the program of revolutioll we have a public
;y, can overthrow the 	 and expropriate the hourgeoisie, its fundllllwntal 

I 	 movement for democratic rights that is searching task is to utilize all the positive achievements ofachievement of· demo- for a base among the masses. The "masses" are to capitalism in order to defeat the hourgeoisie, rooti be the club of the liberals as they try to scare the out all the legacies of capit.alism. H must the 
bureaucracy into granting more reforms. tools of capitalism to destroy capitalism.,SAPPROACH In ohort, the strategic goal Saunders sets for the This is the essence of Trotsky's argument in
"democratic movement" is the formation of aomon denomination of Lit,erl!ture and Revolution: rather tllEln huilding a
popular front. The first principle of revolutionaryimited to demands for "proletarian ,'uILure," the workers had to struggle

i 	 politics- the political independence of the proletaris the program of such to assimilate aU the positive cultural achievements
iat-is ground into the dust as the petty bourgeoistechnicians and the of the bourgeois culture. and then go on to build a
forces march at the head of the workers. This is howthe program of these trulv sOL,ialisl culture. This was also tbe point thati Saunders must distort the very position he claims Len'in was making when he arb'Ued ill Stute and 
to stand on. This disgusting behavior is just oneLs of reformism are the Revolution that the state, as an insLiLution, is 

,rs calls the moderate 	 manifestation of the degeneration of the once·
Left opposition members exiled to Siberia by Stali" 	 hourgeois. H (' included in this the workers' state,

vement." This wing is 	 Trotskyist Socialist Workers ParLy.demonstrate on anniversary of the Octoher Revolution. 	 which he calkd a state of a new type. a state whose 
arov, Roy Medvedev, 	 While Saunders pays passing obeisance to joh it is to do away with all states. 
:ch, 1970. they,~ent a -The above quotation r~veals the meaning· of· Trotsky's theory of- political revolution in order to This was also the core of Trotsky's polemic in his 
md Podgorny in which 	 Saunders remark that the opposition chose to act in hetray the working class, revolutionaries must militarv writings against t.he ultra·left conception
to. fe-,,' brief quotatio:r:s 	 the open and that it had to take a stand. Il means re-examine Trotsky's posi Lion to find the roots of which argued against Lhe usc of Tsarist military
~elng made here: 	 moralistic protest activity aimed at getting the the revisionist errors of the so·called "orthodox officers to stiffen the officer 	 corps of the 
des in the development 	 ruling class to submit to the law. Trotskyists.' , newlv,formed Red Armv. And this was the essence 
;ionst.:.:ps. Our achieve Grigorenko does not represent the explicit elitism of L;'nin's posiLion th,;t after the lte"olution the 
,ceo .•• ,Pages 39"J·400) 	 of Medvedev. ef al. He is also an open champion of TROTSKY'S MiSTAKE Russian economy was a special kind of stat.e 

the rights of oppressed nations in the Soviet Union.rrgent need to carry"ut 	 Trotskv was mistaken when he continued to call capitalism. In all these arguments, Lenin and 
Bu t there i~; no.indication that he is anything mored toward the further 	 Russia a 'workers state after t.he completion of the Trotsky wen' "ll1phnsizing that the proletariat had 

s public life. This need 	 than a mili ~ant liberal with genuine courage of his Stalinist counterrevolution in 1936-38. His theory of todcfeat. capitalism with the weapons inherited 
very close CODnectnon. convictions. While his refusal to capitulate. despite 	 from capitalism.the Russian state had a contradictory nature. 

IOjog;eal and economic 	 imorisonment and torture. has antagonized the Tf'otskv always regarded nationalized property in This conception holds for nationalized property
of m,2lllagemeiD.L on the regime. his program cannot seriously threaten it. the Sovi~t lJnion as a conquest of the Odobe/' forms. The sLate property. ill and of itself, is 
information~ the open Grigorenko, too. is a representative of the middle revolut.ion. It was the strength of the workers hourgeois. As long as the apparatus of the workers',h of ideas 'Dn the other. dass. movement that. placed the Bolsheviks in power and staLe (this apparatus itsdf largely an inheritance of 

The esse,lce of the SWP method is the following: allowed the exproprlation and nationalization of capitalism), the industrial apparatus. the national
nder tho leadership of Lnstead of openly raising t.he revolutionary ized property. remains in lhe hands of thebourgeois property. In Trotsky's opinion it was the 
1 all strata of society y hanner. and stressing the centrality of constructing pre~sure of the working class t.hat prevent.ed the proletariat. through its vanguard, the state remains 
the learl:'ng role of the a- revolutionary party in Russia. the SWP appeals to liquidation of nationalized property, that prevented a workers' state. When the proletariat is completely

,I, and cultural life of 	 the' "historic process" to lead the present the degeneration of the workers state from leading disfranchised, wlwn the vanguard is completely
"democratic movement'· from its present stance to to its downfall. strangled hy the apparatus. the bourgeois forces 
Trotskvism,dual in order to avoid Trotsky arl,'Ued tha t. after 1933 til" workers had have triumpiwd over the proletariat. the workers' 

uptions. lPage 400) Just' as the SWP believes that consistent heen politically expropriated. but maintained .their state has heen destroyed.
nationalism, feminism. etc. lead to socialism. so 

1 would bridge the guli"" 	 social power as expressed in nationalized property.
must it helieve that consistent democratism leads 	 THH'; COUN'nm-REVOLUTWN 

e apparatus and the 	 Despite the completE' political expropriation of the 
there too. Instead of waging a Leninist struggle forof understWlding will 	 workers and the stranJ,'Ulation of the Bolshevik I n Russia, this point was definitely reached at, the 
a revolutionary perspective against all centrist andIPage 4()O) 	 Party by the Stalinist apparatus, the Russian state end of the period of t.he purges. By this time. almost 
reformist currents. the SWP capitulates hefore the remained. to Trotsky. a workers' state. although the entire generation of Old Bolsheviks, the leading
cen:rists and reformists that presently dominae!' degenerated. 'rhus, Trotsky called for a politieal cadres of the Red Army, ancl thousands of party
the opposition movement in Russia. revolution to throw out the Stalinist bureaucracy members had been liquidated, jailed, or driven out 

1'0 justify this perspective, to hide its reformist of polities. Almost the entire political generation ofno >'o:1es aho'lt the 
character. Saunders drapes it in Trotskyisl dothes. the working class that had led the Revolution from~mist politics. Democ· ;)!I1InIIN"IIIteBut, in doing this. he entangles himself further in his 1917 to 1923 had heen destroyed.le of law, etc. are code webs of distortions. While he equates the present 	 The purges thus represent the end of the process.llse to indicate. that approach of the "democratic" dissidefits'with t!w 	 of the destruction of the workers vanguard by then rt::1ning society. approach of the Left Opposition, he fails to notify Revolutionary Socialist League 

Stalinist bureaucracy. They represent the compleLIman relationships," the reader that in late 1933 (40 years agoi. the 	 tion of the capitalist. counterrevolution in statifledlimination of classes vs. Spartocist LeagueTrotskyists changed their position. At this time. 	 form. The content of capitalism, the separation ofmental and r:1anual they rejected any strategy of reform and called for a THE CRISIS OF RMPERIALISM ~ the producer from the means of production, forcingean "scientific man political revolution, led by a revolutionary party, to 	 him to sell his labor-power to gain the means ofthis division and an 	 TODAY
overthrow the Stalinist bureaucracy. 	 subsistence, was reestablished by Stalin without angy. We see that stat~ In 1938. Trotsky wrote the following in the 	 apparent change in the form of property.ideological props of 	 -Is the current period pre-revolutionary?Transitional Program: . 

-rue we on the threshhold of a depression? Despite the errors in Trotsky's position, in his 
... It is necessary to return to the Soviets not only

3istent" elements are 	 -Does capitalism requii-e strong-man rule? hands it retained a revolutionary thrust. This thrusttheir free democratic fOnD but also their class content. 

iCY standpoint. Pyotr As once the bourgeoisie and the kulaks weR"e not - What progrum to meet the crisis? is the identification of the workers state with the 


workers revolution and the uncompromising
permitted. to enter th.e soviets, so now it is necessary to
toN , drive the 'bureaucracy out of the •.,viets. In the soviets Speakers: Walter Dahl, Revolutionary opposition to the Stalin regime. Unlike the 

there is room only for representatives of the worker, Socialist League reformists of the "democratic movement," Trotsky:pels E:-ttrists" \Torch 
,I error, when it said, 	 r2IDk-and-fiie, collective farmers, peasants, and Red Ed Clarkson, Spartacist League recognized that the bureaucracy must be over


Acmy men.... Only the victorious uprising of the thrown, that to do this a revolutionary party was
)raJ in Chicago, was oppressed masses can revive the Soviet re~e .and l:30 P.M. Saturday, October 26 necessary, and that "democr/ltization" was. II m afterwards reduced !!Uarante'ol'its further development toward .IlelMsm. Washington Squrure Methodist ClnIJrch question of proletarian revolution. However, he was
d eventually dropped There is I>"t one party capaMe of le,,(Hog the S"viet 
 133 West 4th Street 	 mistaken in thinking that after 1938 the Sovietnch." Actually, Myers 	 masses to msurreciiol!-tileparty oj the Fourth Union was a workers' state and in limiting hisy by the Central 	 Intemational. Donation: $1.00 program to political, but not social, revolution.he dropp,ede as was 	 This is a far CTY from the perspective of the For info~mation: RSL-(212) 255-4719 The weaknesses in a theory will manifest}ranch did ia tel' drop "d.emocratic movement" of today. The "most Coat'd. p. 14 
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;'AERMANENT REVOLUTION:
.,!. - The shllt( 

gratlonism 
organization 
wl;ions likeKEY TO BLACK LIBERATION ,studt'ViI \, 

produce the boom in a few advanced capitalist 
BY CHRIS HUDSON states.. 

Moreover, the hoom was short-lived. Reaching itsThe end of the post-World War II hoom, which 
height in the early 1960's, by the mid-'60's it washas hrought new explosions of class warfare already tapering off. Since then the classic sympthroughout the world, is threatening.catastrophe for 
toms of capitalist crisis- falling production,American hlacks. As capitalism's decline acceler monetary and trade crises, trade wars, unemployates, American hlacks find themselves, as always, 
ment and rampantVnflation, the threat of new im

hit hardest-with the gains of recent years stripped perialist wars·- have increasingly reappeared.
away and new attacks ahead. This prospect raises While the boom lasted, it allowed millions in the
again the question of the strategy for hlack advanced countries-most of all in the UniLed
liheration. States-to think that prosperity and a decent lifeThe most recent annual survey of the status of' could he achieved under capitalism. Black
hlack Americans, compiled hy the Bureau of the Americans, hy the millions, shared this hope.
Census. was released in July. Like the reports of the For them it was the most illusory of alL As the
last several vears, 'this survey shows that the Census Bureau's figures show. the period in which
inequality in income hetween black and white, alLer hlacks made rcal gains was compressed into a few lessening slightly up to 1970, is growing again. The years in the later '60's. And now these gains aremedian black family now makes only 58 per cent of 

lwing ripped away as capitalism's decline acceler· the income of th~ equivalent white family-the 
ates. same as in 1966. and less than in more recent years. .--.------.--.-.- '-,,·_------_·_'---'----'--·-------1 

BLACKS' INCOME FALLING The I nco:.". ~.a:.., J~·~1:,~~";~;~,
Black income is falling in real terms, not only in 


proportion to white income. The Census Bureau's 
 ••••••1= 	
I, 

... 50"· $3.724 $6.856 


report shows that, after taking inflation into 
 550'" 3.886 7.251 I' 
account. the income of the '·typical" black family 

"'fi1111158' 4,507 l.l92 Ifell hy 0.2 per cent from 1969 to 1973. This does not 

include the drop of five per cent in real income for all "~,a lew • 5~1<"" 4,875 B,?34! 


workers in the iast vear. which meant a greater 't,,>~. , h60'1, 5,36() $.937 

decline for hlacks, . 


_61% 5.g99 90194" ,These statistics are "median" figures-·that is, 
61:1/ 6.279half the hlack families are helow the level shown, '.; uMsal .... 10.23& 

and half ahove. In other words, half the black 111 IIIU 160'>. 6.440 , 10.672' 

families in the United States live on less than $7,269 
 591%; 6,364 11.549 
a vear. The number of hlack families helow the 


58",', 1 ?69 ~c,59S
official "'p"verty level" increased hy 160,000 fro~l 

1969 to 1973. while the numher of whit.e families 

helow this level dropped. 


Even more significantly from a, political point of The international scene has already shown what 
\·;ew. the growth of the "hlack middle c1ass"-the t.his decline means for the world's masses. While 
focus of the reformist strategies for taking the sting tens of millions in Asia and Africa exist on the verge 

outof racism-has slowed down or stopped. From of starvation, while drought pushes millions in West 

1969 to 1973 the numher of black families making Africa and India over the line. Robert McNamara, 
over $10.000 (in 1969 dollars I hardl\' rose at all. President of the U,S.-dominated World Bank, 
""legro and other races still lagged far hehind dpfines a new category of "marginal people," 
whites inthe proportion holding high-paying. high According to McNamara. these are people who 
statusiohs." according to the Census Bureau cannot he provided for hy tbe world economy, who 

report. do not produce and cannot he fed. and who might as 
well he dead. Current thought hy imperialistThe numher of hlacks moving into higher-paying 

johs is ylso slowing down. And. while the "philanthropist" institutions like the World Bank 
pen:entage of hlack males enrolled in college is still ,leans toward cutting out assistance to these 
rising. the percentage of hlack females in college is "marginal people"-aiding t.he economies which are 
going down-another sign of the greater financial still on their feet and letting the starving starve. 
pressure on hlack families. This harbaric perspective has its U.S. counter

Finally. while the life expectancy of hlack women part: the "henign neglect" advocated for hlacks by 
rose in ·tlw tenYBar&c-fmm·l-96·1-to·-19'7L th{.Llife ,,-Nixon's- one-time hrains-truster, Prof. Daniel 
expectancy of hlack men did not improve. It Moynihan. The policies of President Ford's first 
remains 61 years, compared to a life expectancy of weeks - his proposals to cu t federal spending on 
68, years for whitB males in 1967. puhlic transit and education, to continue "tight 

These figures show the heginning of a trend. They money" policies and increase unemployment-show 
show what capitalism has in store for hlack people: him a more effective enemy of the working class and 
increasing numhers out of work, increasing numhers the poor than the weakened Nixon was. 
trapped in the worst-paying jobs: disease and early Some spokesmen of the capitalist class are being 
death, with no hope of escape. And the trend toward even more open ahout what these policies mean. For 
an increasing gap between black and white shows example," Fortune magazine recently bought an 
how illusory was capitalism's promise'Lhat it could entire page in the New York Times to reprint its 
hring hlacks the long-sought goal of equality. Septemher editorial. which spelled out that these 

policies WGuid mean '.'an unpleasant rise in the 
CAPITALIST DECAY unemployment rate" and "years of subpar growth 

(that) are going to affect the material well-being ofIn the years after World War II, the world 
millions of Americans." .capitalist economy gained a new lease on life and 

went through twenty years of hoom. As previously Cuts in "the material well-heing of millions of 
analyzed in The Torch, this hoom was not arejuve Americans" do not .mean cuts for all Americans. 
nation of decaying capitalism. The defeats of the They mean disaster for the most oppressed, thOSE 
world proletapat, the rehuilding of industry on a already living on welfare or facing unemployment at 

more effic~etJ.t basis after the war's enormous de rates twice those of whites. So these words 
struction, the redivision of the world's markets by themselves indicate the futility of reformist" 
the victor nations, debt and waste spending and strategies for hlack advancement. 
looting from backward countries combined to In the '50's and 'pO's, the bl&ck masses by tens of 

thousands demanded the rights they had never been 
given. As thousands went into the streets, in 
demonstrations or in "riots," they expressed a pro
foundly revolutionary urge, a willingness to fight to 
gain what was rightfully theirs. Yet hy and large 
these stmggles remained reform stmggles. 

The responsihility for this lies with til(> hlack 
masses' leaders. They were t1w ones who set the 
terms within which the black struggle was carried 
ouL The strategies they pressed on the black 
masses, even when they spoke in very revolutionary· 
sounding language, amounted t.o making the 
capitalist economy give hlacks what it had aln~ady 
given whites. Thus these strategies relied on the 
seeming stahility and expansion of capitalism. 

The major hlack leaders, ahove all Martin Luther 
King, w(,re open reformists. King call!,d the masse, 
into the street as a pressure point on liherals 
"Bpcause he feared the militancy of the black masse~' 
and youth, which continu~lly endangered his 
alliances with liherals, he conLinually sold out his 
own campaigns for a few empty promises. This 
h?pp,med, for example, in Birmingham in 196:3 and 
in Chkal!;o ill 1966 . 

{{I,J\CKS AND LABOR 

'\ notlwl' clemen l in the bankruptcy of the tradi
tional black lpaders was the position of the reformist 
l"hm If'adership. to which they looked for an 
allianc(·. The hlack mass!'s have in all period;o heen 
part of the American lahor stmggle. and attracted 
to its left wing. 

I n the ':lO's, thousands of hlacks were attracted to 
Ill!' Communist Party, In the late '40's, the then
rp\'oluUonarv C.L.R .James was ahle to ohserw 
correctly th~\l "the masses of the Negro people 
today l,;ok upon the CIO with a respect and eonsid
Nation t.hat they give to no other social or political 
force in the country." 

This respect and consideration were squandered 
by reformist lahor leaders whose support for 
capitalism made them incapahle of fighting the 
ruling class either in the South or, later, in the 
North, In the '50's the lahar leaders refused to carry 
oul the long-promised southern organizing drive, 
which would have meant organizing millions of 
white and black workers against their common 
enprny. 

The continued alliance of the liberal hlack leaders 
with the lahor reformists became a fetter on the 
~hla('k mas<;es instead of a means of struggle. In the 
'60's as the militancy of the black masses emerged 
in the northern ghettoes and in the unions, liberal 
and conservative lahor hureaucrats alike saw their 
own power hase and their snug relations with the 
Democratic Party threatened. While they talked 

.	progress and integration, they did their hest to 
crush hlack militancy. 

BLACK NATIONALISM 

Against this background, black nationalism 
emerged as a mass sentiment in the mid-'60's. 
Nationalism's first and most charismatic mass 
leader, Malcolm X, moved in a few years from the 
Nation of Islam's non-political "self-help" national" 
ism to a militant, .political nationalism, and then 
toward a radical class analysis of black oppression. 
Before he died, Malcolm X had stopped calling 
himself a black nationalist. 

"I helieve that there will ultimately be It clash 
between the oppressed and thos.e that do the 
oppressing," he said a month before his assassina
tion. "I helieve that there will be that kind of clash, 
but I don't think that it will be based upon the color 
of the skin, as Elijah Muhammad had taught it." 

Malcolm X stopped calling himself a black 
nationalist because he went .1?eyond a consciousness 
of hlack oppression to a consciousness of the 
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FROM NAACP TO SNCC 

The shift of the black movement away from inte
grationism marked a shift in the leading black 
organizations from professional-dominated organi
zations like the NAACP to the student and' 
ex-student leaderships of CORE and SNCC. Not 
tied to a settiea-'p!,>sition in society like the pro· 
fessionals, these new leaders were able to put 
forward a far more radical· sounding vIew under the 
name of "bla'ck power." 

The conception of black power meant, for the 
hlack masses, black self-confidence, the need for 
self-organization. and a growing awareness that 
blacks could wield social power. The door was 
opened for black workers becoming aWare of their 
social weight and taking the lead in the fight for 
black rights as part of a class struggle of black and 
white workers. 

For the black power leaders, however, black 
power was identified with the strength of blacks as a 
whole, bourgeois and proletarian alike. Even Roy 
Wilkins and Whitney Young were hrothers. The 
idea of blacks organizing on a traditional American 
ethnjc basis-put forward by Stokeley Carmichael 
and Charles Hamilton in their book Black Power in 
1966-and the later idea of blacks as an oppressed 
nation served as the vehicles for an ideology which 
pitted the mass of blacks against white workers as 
well as white bourgeois. 

NO CLASS ANALYSIS 

O'Jationalist strategies," no matter how militant 

and "socialist" they became, remained strategies 

for purely democratic struggle. That is, 'they aimed 

at the equality of the black "community" with 

wh:te society. rather than a class struggle of hlack 

workers. which would have meant 11 comm0n 

struggle with the most advanced white workers. 


To give one example. the Black Panther Party 

um!erstood that blacks alone could not transform 

society. and actively sought alliances with white 


'groups. But they made no class analysis of white 
societv. White revolutionaries. to them. were 
what~ver whit.es supported the black democratic 
;;truggle. 

The nationalist framework meant that even tl1(' 
Panthers' opposition to the black hourgeoisie was 
nnly temporary. Given the aim of improving Lhe 
position of th" hlack "community" vis·a·vis white 
so,'ietv. even these "revolutionaries" had much 
n'ore in common with Whitney Young than he or 

they knew. !,'aced by reo 
pression, they moved back 
into alliances with black-
and white-·moderates. 

BLACK PANTHERS 

The Black Panther Partv 
is o~ly the leading exampie 
of this circular motion from 
nationalism to "revolution· 
arv nationalism" and back 
to' the black wing of the 
Democratic Party. (For 

Stokely Cannichacl, Head some. °revolutioy{arv na
ing spokesman for "revo tionalism'" led to M~oism; 
lutionary" nationalism in this also leads back to the 
mid-19m's. Nationalism is same point, by a longer
a dead-end fo" blacks. route. but Maoism must be 

analyzed in a separate 
article. ) 

The winners were the black Democrats, such as 
Jesse Jackson, who today can pose as a militant 
while proposing, in August of this year, to organize 
15 million blacks fo,£ the revolutionary goal of instal
ling Sen. Edward Brooke, the hlue-blooded black 
Republican. as Gerald Ford's Vice·President! 

The masses of black youth and. workers who 
embraced some idea oJ black .\lPwer Qr.nationalism
those ~ho expioded in rebellion in the summer cities 

thinking in these terms. To them. nationalism and 
black power meant .the overturn of all that 
oppressed them. This could be achieved only 
through socllliist revolution. But their revolutionary 
aspirations did not find a revolutionary leadership. 
They remained represented by nationalist leaders 
who, because they still thought only of organi:l;ing 
blacks as a race for democratic gains, couldb~y 

BLACK PROUJTARIANS 

BuL alongside this tendency was a contrary one: 
to the extent that the modern 'economy incorporates 
blacks-and keeps them in the worst dirtiest 
jobs-it incorporates a germ whieh bring 
ahout its dpstrudiO!l. Placed at tIl<' ccnter capital 
ism, in its central cities and it:: hasic production 
industries, are the most oppressed and exploited 
workers, who are today among the most conscious 
workers, . 

Whereas in 1930 there were fewer than 50,000 
black union members, and in 1\)44 still fewer than 
500,000, there were by 1!'65 betwel'f) 1.5 and two 
million black members of labor unions, and these 
were concentrated in basic production and 
transportation industries, as well ehe newer 
municipal service unions. 

This fad is of tremendous significance for 
Malcolm X. He broke with Muslims and realized 
shortcomings in nationalism. 

fight for a hlack base within capitalism. 
Nationalism remained the "militant" twin of 

_reformism. 

BASIS OF BLACK OPPRESSION 

The nationalists did not understand the basis of 
hlack oppression in capitalism. The furthest they 
got'was such general statements as "capitalism is 
inherentlv racist." and such statements did not 
refled a - real analysis of capitalism, hut only a 
suhjectivE' recognition of and opposition to the deep· 
moledne's, of racism. In order to destroy racism it. is 
'lPl'essar:v- to understand now racism is rooted in 
,·apitalism. 

The rights denied to blacks are referred to by 
\larxists as hourgeois-democratic rights, as are the 
rights of women. the right of nations to 
Sf·lf-determination and equality, etc. These are 
n~h(s promised equally to all, regardless of race, 
,:Iass. sex. nationality. etc. Bourgeois sociely 
,Hpitalist sot:iety-was the first society in hist.o!'y to 
raise such conceptions, because it was the first 
"",iety to organize a universal system of production 
wili,'h lin its rise) constantly expanded the wealth of 
societv. 

Thi~ accuunLs for the strength of bourgeois·demo
nn (ic ideas. For the first time the downtrodden 
people of the world seemed to he promised equality. 
Yet capitalism never fulfilled these promises. In its 
youth it leaned on pre-capitalist modes of 
production (and oppression\. _In its maturity it 
m'.lrer wiped out their trac~s. In its decay, when it 
can no IOll.ger revolutionize production. it. leans 
again on inequality and the denial of democracy. 

CAPITALIST LOOTING 

The birth of capitalism was hased on tI,e looting 
of the tropics-and on slavery. Capitalism utilized 
hlacks first as slave labor. When the industrial 
capitalist economy in the northern United States 
came in conflict with the more primitive mercantile 
capitalism of the South, t.he North destroyed tlw 
sou thern slave-based economy - and incidentaily. 
freed the slaves. 

But even then, in the period which represented 
the height of its vigor, capitalism could not carry 
through on this democratic revolution hy ensuring 
the black freedmen the right to the land. Nor could 
the industrial economy, entering a series of crises, 
absorb the blacks. As Wendell Phillips. the most 
radical of the white Abolitionists, commented afLer 
the Civil War, "We have freed the slave-~hut 
forgotten the Negro." 

Blacks remained at the bottom of capitalist 
society. Legal segregation was introduced, along
side custom, to keep them there. By the beginning 
of the twentieth century, blacks in large num~s 
were beginning to move off the land. But a capitah)t 
economy w.hich . W?s. no jonger. !)l(panding organ'fc-. 
ally was able to absorb black labor only in dribbles. 

times of lab~r $ortage. and always"remained on the 
bottom., ' 

Thus the wllich 'louthern 
slavery in order to expand. kept on the 
bottom because it was .no longer expanding, but al· 
ternating between shallow and speeulativ<' upturns 
II,nd an increasing organic stagnation. 

revolutionary strategy. As Leon Trotsky SLated in 
19i19, in discussing the position of the then-revolu 
tionary Socialist Workers Party on the "Negro 
quest.ion·· : 

If the workers' SlrUfjtOICir8CY -is the blH;iA ~~K oppO~·tuni8m, 
one of the ""illiTeS of adaptB.tlon to ul'itlllTIf't society, 
then the most "ppr,,§"ed and discriminated tile ",ost 
dynamic milieu 01 the working class. We mU8! say to the 
conscious eiemeliBh; of the Negroes that they _are 
convoked by the historic development to bee",';" a 
vanguard of the working class. What serves as tbe 
brake Oll the higher strata? it i. the privileges, the 
comfort. that hinder them from becoming revo\uti.. ,,
ists. It does not exist for tbe Negroes. What ClUj 

transform a stlll?J.tmn, m.ake more capable of cm.Rwage and 
sacrifice. It is cOmlc("ntll"ated in th... NegrlIten. 

PEU,MANENT REVOLUTliON 

The relation hetwl..'en the placing of black workers 
al I.he heart of the proletarian struggle, and the 
$tmgg-J,' for .the unachieved rights of equality and 
freedom for hlacks. flows from the nature of 
capitalism in its epoch of decay. 

This relati,jn is summed up in the of the 
Pennammt H,'volut.ion, first elaborated Leon 
Trotsky to explain why the fulfillment of democratic 
strugg-Ip in Tsarist Hussia required a socialist, not 
merely a bourgeois-democratic, revolution. The 
theory of the Permanent Revolution, as a theory of 
the relation between democratic and the 
socialist struggle, must be of any 
n~volutionary theory today. 

Capit.alism, which placed bourgeois-democratic 
rights on the agenda of history and awaken,'d the 
maSSes to struggle for them, never fulfilled these 
ri."ilts. Although capitalism appealed to the masses 
jn its \l1.. tUe against feudalism.,it soon hegan to fear 
Ihese same ma;:ses as much as, or more than, the old 
ff'udal powers. For capitalisnl brought inLo being a 
new class, the proletariat, which began t.o challenge 
the capitalists' rule of society. 

Fl y t.he middle of the nineteenth century 'the 
enw;'ging capitalist ruling classes, even whe~ they 
had not. completely shaken off the rule of th" 
landlords and monarchs, were restricting or 
up their st.ruggle against these old powers in 
fear of stirring the proletariat against themselves. 

Thus in Russia, as Trotsky was the first to 
understand and predict, the proletariat had to 
conquer power and seize the, industry and land in 
order to complete the stmggle against the Tsar and 
the landlords-which the capitalists not only did 
not carry out, but resisted. But this conception of 
Permanent Revolution did not only apply to Russia. 

OBSTACLES TO EQUALITY 

In the United States as well, soon after the~CiviL 
War, the struggle by radical capitalist forces-the 
Radical Repuhlicans-to complete the conquest of 
bourgeois-democratic rights came up against twin 
obstacles, 

One was the fact that, while the capitalist 
economy was expanding in giant strides, it was still 
not able to industrialize the whole South and 
remake it in tbe image of the' NorthOO!!t. I t preferred 

in 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, and 1968-were not So blacks moved into the labor market mainly in Cont'd. 017. l!Iexi page 
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to make peace with the southern rulers, pin them 
under its wing, and the South as a backward 
agricultural area· blacks in the most 
backward position of all, denied even the land 
because this would undermine the southern bour
geoisie. 

The second obstacle, of gradually increasing 
importance, was the need to prevent and head off 
the growing interracial struggle by black and white 
plebia'1s against their rulers, and to offer whites a 
sop in the form of race privileges. No later than the 
end of the last century, capitalism was no longer 
able to carry through on its bourgeois-democratic 
proDlises. 

CAPITALISM'S STRATEG Y 

Todav, in the advanced stage of its decay, 
capitali~m is even)ess ahle to do so. ~!ore and morE' 
it must increase the divisions among every section 
of the masses, playing of _\lV_hiLe against hlack, 
hurling nation against nation in imperialist war, etc. 

One of the most glaring examples is the present 
controversy over busing. The black masses care 
deeply ahout education. I t is one of the few means of 
moving upward in a racisl society. With the 
economy stagnating, social expenditures heing cut, 
and the schools decaying more and 111ore, the 
democratic demand for educational opportunities 
must be expressed as a demand for more and bette!" 
education-for a giant expansion .of the school 
svstem paid for by taxes on the capit alisls, and 
coupled with demands for rebuilding the Lilies, 
l'omhalting unemployment and inflation, etc. Tl is 
this approach which we will discuss laler. 

Bui liheral leaders, black and white- and mosl 
sharplv tl,p trade uni(1ll leadcTs, including the 
teacher union leadf'rs, wh() ft'ar aho\'p all a real 
stru,&ude 3gainsllhf' ('apiLalists---arF unable to n1ap 
(lut such a strategy inslead ti,"., "ffer a dead-end 
flJ"hl: tlw fighl to spn'acl hlack and whil" children 
nl0re evenl:v through the !"(Jtting ;,;\'h()(d.s. 'iVhilf' as 
well as hlack children "hiOli he hllle)] hv rals: 

\\'p stand for the right of all ,·hildrcnI ,,'altend the 
<.".;l·hn[)js (,If their l'hoiLC Th\-.: lil'L'rab' :;:lr(}t.eg~\' n:1Tl 

fl)c.:.tl'r the rnost hitter. and usunlly ra('l~t 

fPSpi)!l:-;es from whit!.,:;, \';ll() ~('(, t l hildren hused 
haL'lr lnto slums to attend SCllf)()1. j{pv()lutionaricf: 
must h" prepared to 1'11"'],all'- l:"fend hlack 
qurif'nts fronl ral:ial IC'l~l ;llHl ,thu:-;(' at the 
same timp t;l<l.t \V(' and whitt' 
\Vnrk~1rs t hat each into the 
jitwrals' ::.:.lratPg:,-"', \'(lnirrH1(;lt helps t h(' 
iih,'rills lead tlw hlac!, mil) <l pU:iitiun where
tlll'V <;f'" : hl' while masses, ralher than Llw capiudl',1 
(lac;s Cl.nd il:-': p\li]ti~:allack~y's. as their nlaln C'11(,1111(':< 

VORETASTEOFFUTURE 

Tht' t'ited at the heginning of till:'; art lel(' 
an' "nly lhe nlild"st foretaste of whal the f"ltm' 11:,1" 
In As whiles and hlacks are thn"'n out (,j 

work hlad·" far more than whiles lll!' <il'l"'" 
gogUC(;; of hoth race..; will tr~: U) <...;('1 t jwnl a( each 
o:,hers' throats. tax· 
pa,,'ers vs, welfare that 
is their hope, Fascist g:rouI" will arise, direcL!'d 
against hlacks and againsl the tradl' unions. The 
open march of Nazi, tl", sLreets of 
Cleveland last winter, the of the SLA hy 
police in Los Angeles, fmc of the fasci~t 
violence and massacres of iliad" ill til!> future·-- if 
theoc Im'ceo are not. stopped. 

Tn no countrv haS the dQcay of capitalism pro
ceeded "lTY far without giving rise at least t.o 
military dictatorship, and in the extreme Lo fascism 
- the defense of capitalism through the compleLe 

ou t of all democratic rights, the wiping 
out workero' organizations, the suppression or 
ext.ermination of rninorities. 

For hlacks in the United States, the deca\' of 
bourgeois democracy means at best an apartl;eid
type SoluLion. At worst, the "unthinkahle" 
possibility which became reality for European Jews 
-extermination-is for American blacks in 
the death agony of The only bar 
at present to these centrality of 

blacks in ,capitalist production, and a major 
depression, throwing millions out of work, would 
attack prlifisely this precarious security, 

The decay of capitalism, the collapse of country 
after country from bourgeois democracy into 
dictatorship, the inflamed international rivalries 
reviving the threat of World War III, make soeialist 
revDiu tion a necessity for the very survival of Lhe 
international proletariat and the world's peasant 
masses, who are already today facing the specter of 
famine and pestilence. For none is this neeessi Ly 
more sharp than for the most- oppressed slaves of 
American capitalism, the blacks. 

It is they who are at the bottom, they who are 
today denied democratic rights, as tomorrow the 
entire proletariat will be crushed down and denied 
democratic rigbts. It is black workers, most of all, 
who can find their democratic rights only in the 
revolutionary rule of tbe exploited and oppressed
that is, through socialist revolution. 

This is the perspective of the Permanent 
Revolution: the equality, national liberation, and 
democracy which capitalism more and mor" denies 
are found through the proletarian conquest of 
power, And for this reason, the proletarians of Llw 
conquered nations and ~ppressed races will be in tlw 
forefront of the ba[;,ie for socialism. 

TRA"'JSnrWNAL PROGRAM 

The Transitional Program is the programllwl.i,' 
expression of the theory of the Permanent 
Revolution, demonsl,'aLing the relationship helw{'!'n 
democratic rights and the socialist struggle t hl'Ough 
a series of concrete demands and slogan,. The 
mensures called Jor. in the Transitional Program 
represent many of the policies of a fu tlue workers' 
SLate. 

Trotsky's program elaborated the fundamental 
sCt'"legy of the Bolshevik Hevolu[ion in terms which 
l'orr('sponded to the subsequent adVanCf'Jll{'nl of 
ulpitalislll's decay. In capitalism's <1(',,[h ag()IW tbe 
strug.td(, f(lr ciPll](hT<.d.i,' frecdoIl1s reaches lWytlfl(/ 

lhe d'''lI11in "I (Ill' hackward cout'tri", and 
nppn'<.;c.;(,d TH'oples hi~t.()rically deni~\rl houq!yoi:~ 
"('qualit,' .. 

Capit<dism wiiJ delly the entire int.ernatil)Jwl 
workin,~~ l"lass it.s rig'hts :JS a I1wans to pro1ong it~; 

own Ii fl'. Thl' "lllls!cml 11,!"('at of war, (i€-pn'ssion, '1'](1 
f(1S,: 1'-' 111 fnrm::-: wili,'ll capiLuiisrn assumes t.o redul.'(l 

all w()d\:('I"!'; L() ~:;la'd.:-lil\.{.' conditions- d{'I110nstrat.cs 

1110,t ('Iearlv the inseparability "f I hl' s[ rnggle for 

eCjU:l h; ;1 nd fn't'dqlll fr0l11 tilt' working cJa;..;s ':~ 


sl splf-Plll<1!leipntion. 

unmas.ks itself, grahhing- hack fn.)!ll 

d<ls<,,; C\'f>ll 1 he piLLa nct' it once CI )u1d 

nffnrd !n ('\Ilh'\,dc, \'I,'orker.c; are in)pf'lIeci into sU"ug'g\p 

t f) d('f(,lld t iH'lilse]V(':-.1. Th(' Transitional Prognlill is ,,1 


Pl',)gT;llll 1"(11" \\'()I·ki!J.!~· \'l<lSS defc'Jlse on eVl'ry frol\( 


SLIDING SCALE 

111 tl'sponse to the collapse 11ll' ('''p]Lalist 
('{'(1l1!)1l1.V. hringing ever illlTP8.sing inflation and 
lll(lUllf ing unernplo,vrllenL. the progr£lTn l',tl!S for l.Iw 
...,Iiding scale of wages and UH~ sliding s('ul!' of hours: 
I.'lnl i~, dplnanding that W<l{!,('S tis!' (lutOlllUli(,tllly to 

I.'i)\'('r . inflation. whjle t,hf~ vV(Jrk \\..-('ek. i.s sllortened 
witll no loss in pay to prm'id(, work for all. The 
progn:!lll (';)lls furt.iler for till' training and retra!tlill).J, 
of <ill \",:()rkl\r", for \)s(\1"1I1 v\.:ork at capitalist (~XpeLL)t': 
for t h(' (Jfwiling up of Lilt: corporations' hooks t.u 
"('veal IIl"i,- fin"llC('S to "II. 

Fin,,!lv. il Inrl-("'scale llwgram of public works and 

the r~huilding of til(' eitH{'f~ at capitalist expense t.o 

take up t1w slack oj lllwmployment and pro\ide 

in1nH..'di:IU; tlH:asurcs <-t,!{ainsL social decay. 

To guard againsl t.he inevitable attacks (lfl 

workers and minorities, first by the "democratic" 
hOUf'geois state and increasingly by armed hands of 
fascist. vigilantes, the Transitional Program calls for 
arming all workers' struggles through thl' formation 
of workers' defense guards and a worltcrs' militia. 
And to carry out these measun~s the proletarian 
program demands the nationalization of industry 
and the banks and workers' control of industry to 
place the economy under the control of the 
proletariat. 

These defensive measures express the needs of all 
workers, hut it is obvious that they benefit most 
those who are most oppressed hy the lack of jobs, 
explosion ofprices, growth of right-wing forces, ~nd 
the total disintegration of the inner cities which 

marks the CriSIS of American imperi~lism - bla,* 
proletarians and their families, 

'The black masses, who have always been denied 
capitalist "equality" and were thrown only scraps 
when capitalism prospered, suffer first and most 
deeply during capitalism's death agony, With no 
privilegES to divide them from other 
reason for only hatred and cont(,l!lpt 
gl'oisie, black workers will be in the 
struggle to defend their dase, 

SELF·DETERMINA 

keeping with the recognition 
masse's an' the prime victims of 
attack, the program of t.ransitional demands is 
supplemented hy the rlemocratic slogan of the right 
of blacks to self·determ;,,"tjoll. 

Blacks an' not Loday a nation; as Trotsky put it 
in 19:3:3, "Nations grow out of the racial material 
under definitp conditions." The development of 
American capitalism has led away from this 
direction as it has incorporated blacks 
more into the national capitalist m'm,,,,,.,,, 
we have S('"n, Lhe future holds th" tile 
s('('Ching cauldron of racism all 
aparLllC'id·type tot.alitarian control 01 L1H) hbH:,k 
minoril:-' or the attempt at total (,-,tl'rlllilla[ 

[n ~ his l'ase the hest defense of t 1H' hlack llliniJt';t,\ 

would sl.ill be the socialist revolution. llul 
rrcJ\t>j arian vanguard nlust still be' read,\' 1q stand 
wilh hlad{~ in thelr right to take lhu la;;i (k~;pcratc 
Ill('Hsnn' of self-defense-separaUoll if I hey 
cho()s!'. explaining at the sallle time that it is only 
til<' dictatorship of tI,e proletariat which can offer 
til(' p<lssihilil\ (If "lacks' ('Tenting their own sLate, 

The Transi Lion:d l'm!~ralll proves concretely that 
the only r('al ({"fl'ns" against capitalism. the only 
p()ssihll~ rpaliJ,a( ion of dCI110Cracy, lie~ in the 
r('\'oluLionarv o\'crlhrow of thi~ outnloded svstcrn 
llnd til(' in~li( III ion of t.he dict.atorship ,;f the 
pmlel a"ial 1ts svs[('m of dcmc:nds and slogans, all 
tH\{'('~"(ln !O fig-ht capitalislll'S on~.;l;1I1t-;'hj (ind 
d(\j(\l1(l t Iif' \vorking class, conlP.o~(' ill UH'ir (']]! lrei..\ 
P:lt·t 1)[" til(' prognHI1 of the dicLaLors/iip of j,iH) 

prnll\t,~ri:lL, policies which the worb:Ts' 
1)1 ! ht' ...'onstrucLion of sociali,''';lll. 

l,ill for Lhe workers' g(lV("'ITlPH'nl II" 
II;ll (ll,\llland of thp TransiLional 11)rogrnrn. In tl]( 

nil (ld ~!.;ll('s, where there js no Inrl"'(' workcr< 
pari\', Wl' l':lll for a labor party LO figllt f",: a 
\\,()I'kf'r'~' L':'n\'l!rnlllCnL and for a Congr(>ss of Lnncr 

tilf' Oppressed to Launch sUl,h a IJ<.\rt.'·. T1H'~(\ 

1i{\ll1:1Ild~ ~ll'\, most LinH~I.v today, \'vlWJ1 Lh(\ tWI 

rlr~1 ,lppf)illLed Pre::-icient sits in offiu~, 
;\1-;;1111, while such a congre,c" an urg(\]ll 

IH\('('~'~il \. I'm' t.he entire proletarial, it is rnosl or all 
ur.!!:1'11l f(lr hlack workers, who an' lllisnqn(,~";(,)II.('d 

IH)t h 11\ I,vhite liberals and h.\' hl'l('f;: rf'i'Ul"!11 i~;1 

polil.il'lans; whose minilllal needs are dally 
!wlng denied hy t.he capitalist st.elle: whose Ininirnal 
ol'lllocraLic righl s are daily threatened by the 
('(1pitalisl polin' and nnny; and for whonl the future 
holds no improvement unle,,; they can find a 
n"'\'olu{ jon;:)I'Y ,Ulswer. 

HEVOLVTWNAHY PARTY 

This prngril111, Lile only program which offpr~ 'l 

SOlliLiofl id the deepening exploitation 
or blac:ks, must he carried I.l) the 

,,,,d white workers. To do RO, and to 

11",lll in ';lTuggling for these demands, it 

Ill',"('s,.;an' to huild a revolutionary Leninist-T;'OiSl<y

i~:!. p~II't.\... :'U1 Anlcrican s(~ction of a reconstructed 

I;ourlh InU,,-nationaL This cent rill t.ask of ILl' 

Hf'vollliionwy Socialist League is flw center of the 

struggle for hlack sllrvivaL 


The most hitter and determined enemies of 
capitalism among the black workers, including 
many who are now misled by fraudulent centrist 
organizations leeching off their revolutionary hopes, 
will form a major part of the fighting backbone of 
such a party. Central to the perspective of such Ii 
party is the perspective of the Permanent 
Revolution-the fulfillment of the struggle for 
dcmoeratie rigbts in the struggle for t,lw proleLnt;'lf) 
dicta tors hip. 

In this way the programmatic call of 
that "we must say to the conscious elmncnts of 
Negroes tha L they" anr"'convoked the historic 
development to become a vanguard working 
dass," will be fulfilled. 
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capitalist world. It is compounded by the energyBl'ililism~black ON THE BRINK Of . crisis, which has resulted in a net olitflow of $40 
billion from the industrial power!! and has' accelera

ys beeb ·denied DEPRE$iON .~' ted inflation. The weftern economies, alreadywn only scraps : staived for capital, can ill afford this loss.
first and most Cont'd. from .... i . .' Today, the outlook is bleak. But we have been 
~ony. With no York Stock Exchange told' Congress that the U.S. , stumbling into this situation for years, and now 
r workers, and faced a $650 billion ,!:apital shortaIDt over. the coming , that it has arrived no capitalist government and no
t for the bour twelve yeats. But he too concluded that there was , bourgeois economist haS a solution. They can
'oren-ont of the absolutely no chance of depression:' ... ' neither stop iilflation nO.r prevent recession from 

This is nonsense. By any realIstic 'accounting; the worsening. The fact is that the post·war prosperity
'international economy is in its most serious. crisis is completely through, and that the only possibili

)N sinCe the Great Depression: The energy crisis and ties for the capitalist economy are a continued
the food shortages are, contrary to Ford and;hat the black gradual downward slide into depression conditions, 
Kissinger, not the roots of the economic tailspin. As ~. capitalism's or a sudden collapse. Only socialist revolution can
we shall see, they are only the most vivid forms thatI demands is avert' economic catastrophe. 
it is taking. . an of the right Why is this? What underlies the universal 

downturn? Why can't the bourgeoisie produce
INTERNATIONALDOWNTURNTrotsky put it another upturn, like the one in 1972-1973? To 

'acial matel'ial For the first time'in decades, the downturn is not answer these questions, we must first briefly 
~velopment of confined to one particular country or region. I t is examine the post-war boom. All the contradictions 
ly from this international. As inevitably happens, it is being felt of the cllrrent conjuncture are rooted in the very 
cks more and most severely in the initial stages in the weakest methods that the capitalists used to stabilize the 
nomy. But as areas-the underdeveloped countries, southern system following World War II. 
;sibility of the Europe, al,ld Britain and ltaly,But it is striking The Great Depression of the 1930's was the 
over into an home to the strongest powers as well. deepest and most vicious in capitalism's brutal 
of the_ bla~ Already, the economies of all the adYanced history. In the epoch' of imperialist decay, 
.ermination. industrial countries are "going down in ph~se" in a unimpeded "market forces" are no longer sufficient 
Ilack minority world-wide recession. This is underlined in Japan, to concentrate and centralize c!lpital sufficiently to 
ion. But the which until recently had a 10 per cent.growth rate. pull the world out of a slump. 
!ady to stand Now production is falling, bankruptcies are up over In the past, centralization had been accomplished 
~t desperate 30 per cent from 1973. and inflation is out of hand through weaker firms going bankrupt, mergers of 
.lou they so (consumer prices are up 24 per·cent over last year; the large 'firms, and driving down the wages of the 
nat it is orily '/wholes-a1e--pric'e'S'-have- leaped 35' per centl. The proletariat. The upshot was depreciation of over
lic h can offer Japanese stock market has dropped 20 per cent in valued capital, liquidation of fictitious capital, and 
·ir own state. 
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the last t.hree months. increasing capital in the hands of corporations 'by 
The European economies are in sharp decline as reducing ·the number of firms. Together, these 

well. Britain cannot pull out of its long-standing restored opportunities for profitable investment by 
......------....-----'e:'cc::o::::n'-:o.::m:;i~c=s:;u::·'C'm:::p:::.::;;'C:e~spite attempts tostimuTate' the -ralslrigtnerate orexplOit3fiOrliiba 'Increasing the 
bieh offers a economy by borrowing $5 billion on the Euro- \. rate of profit. 
itation and' markets in the first half of 1974, the British stock But the crash of 1929 followed a new pattern, 
o the masses index has fallen to its lowest level in sixteen years. Despite driving down wages, despite vast unem
, and to lead Bankruptcies in Britain are up sharply as well, ployment and widespread bankruptcy, capitalism 
lands, it is including the giant Court Line and the British- showed no signs of recovery. This is fundamentally 
[list-Trotsky- Israel Bank. And Chancellor of the Exchequer because capitalist production was on so vast a scale 
econstructed Dennis Healy now admits that there is little that adequate centralization required either the 
task of the prospect of reducing inflation from t~ prese.nt 15 ~ationa.lization of ~any of ~h~ most import:ant 
center of the per cent-plus rate in the foreseeable future. mdustnes, or all natIons submlttmg to the domma-

Meanwhile, recession has hit West Germany. The tion of one or two powers which would centralize 
enemies of Germans have been able to hold inflation down to capital to their own dictates. 

's, including 7-8 per cent through a series of strict controls, but Therefore, the Keynesian pump-priming, deficit
lent centrist the result has been to send the economy into a spending measures introduced in, the pre-World 
onary hopes, downturn. Within the past two months four West War II period had little impact on tbe economy. In 
backbone of German banks have collapsed, and several others and of themselves they could not accomplish the 
ve of such Ii have sustained huge losses in foreign currency spec- sweeping centralization necessary. They were token 

Permanent ulation. measures' designed to leave industry in private
struggle for And .the U.S., of course, is in the grips of com: hands while artifi<;ially inducing demand ~~ough 
.e proletarian bined inflation and recession. Gross National Pro- government spending. But government defICIts do 

duct has fallen for two successive quarters, unem· not create value; in Marx's words, the national debt 
of Trotsky, ployment will rise sharply under the most is "a purely fi~titious capital." The. fundamental 

merits of the optimistic predictions, and the economy is .Rlagued probleIn: remm,ned th~ need to Increase rea! 
the historic by severe shortages that are getting worse. productlon, which required more than tokens. ,
the working The story is the same throughout the advanced The c~mllnand economy imposed during World 

War II was a short-term solution. Millions of unem
ployed were I;l.psorbtld into the 1lI'JX!~ fqtces. Idle 
plants were started' up to produee' war-related 
goods. War 'production on guaranteed-profit 
contracts stimula~ the ec()nomy and res~l~ m.a 
huge increase in the depressed national product. 

NotllQnly were profits guaranteed, but both'tp.e 
'AFL 'and the CIO agreed to a no-strik~ pledge, 
leaving workers defenseless in the face of soaring 
inflation. Real wages fell steadily as. the trade 
unions were locked into the notorious ~'Little Steel" 
formula. . 

In short, there was a partial rationalization 'of 
capital accomplished by placing a large share of 
production under the control of the state. The huge 
increase in deficits provided tempOrary relief, but 
their fictitious nature was already generating sharp 
inflation into the economy. 

And what would happen at war's end? How could 
severe unemployment be prevented when millions of 
GI's returned to the labor force? How could the 
bourgeoisie continue to wring extreme sacrIfices 
from the working class when the patriotic atmo
sphere was gone? 

Moreover, could the greatly increased govern
ment spending that provided a floor for production 
and employment through guaranteed profit con
tracts be maintained? This spending was based on 
huge budget deficits. In effect, the government 
guaranteed profits to the biggest corporations by 
printing up more money. 

But for the profits to be real and not simply 
pieces of increasingly devalued paper, they 
ultimately had to have a base in an increased 
productiOn of surplus value. Though arms 
production is a production of surplus value. arms do 
not re-enter the productive process and therefore 
their value does not contribute to the further pro
duction of surplus-value. 

The existence of the huge budget deficits during 
World War 11 and the high rate of inflation was 
proof in itself that production had not increased to a 
point capable of covering the illusory values 
churned out by the government. Either production 
of surplus value would be increased, or real profits 
could only be accrued through expropriating value 
from a sector of the capitalists or from the workers 
hy fordng down their living standards still further. 

Although bourgeois economists were pessimistic 
ahout the prospects of avoiding a return to the 
conditions of the thirties. recovery did come. Con
eentration and centralization Wl'S accomplished at a 
suffiCient level to allow fo!' 8 period of relative 
stability. 

DEFEAT OF PROLETARIAT 

How was this done? First of all, the defeat of the 
international proletariat gave international capital
ism, led by the U.S., virtually a free hand in the re
organization of the post-war world. The war had 
served many of the functions classically performed 
hy depression. On a world scale, capital was con
centrated and it was centralized into fewer hands as 
a result of war-time expropriations and the division 
of the spoils by the victors. 

The war elevated the role of the state in all 
eapitalist nations to a·hr morevital-position- in.. 
production than it had previously held. And finally, 
one sector of international capitalism in the West, 
the American bourgeoisie, was able to dictate terms 
to the rest of western capitalism. It utilized the low 
cost of labor and the opportunities for investment in 
Europe to gteatJy expand its share of surplus value. 

This laid the basis for the U.S. to take the lead in 
the introduction of new techniques of production on 
a broader scale, thereby increasing the productivity 
of labor and making,l!Qssible an increase of real 
production. First, the U.S. had to get devastated 
Europe back on its feet. This it did through a series 
pf aid programs, most importantly the Marshall 
Plan. U.S. holdings in Europe were strengthened in 
this way, and the preconditions were set for the 
massive spurt of U.S. investment abroad that~ally 
took off in 1958. 

How did the U.S. finance the reconstruction of 
Europe? How did it maintain economic stability 
until European' industry was re-established? 

Domestically, the state mairitained a high rate of 
government deficit spending, ~pecia.ux supporting 
the arms industry. Arms and relal'&l industry 

Cont'd. Dat .,.., 
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relieved unemploymenb by employing a work force 
roughly equal in number to the mass of unemployed 
in the thirties. While European industry was being 
built up, investment domestically lagged, beginning 
a long process of deterioration of the productive 
apparatus. At the same time, the private sector was 
marked by a vast increase in credit to finance 
investment that did go on, most notably in auto and 
housing construction.. . 

Credit, like deficit spending,. is a lien on future 
production. If the values represented by credit are 
to be real and not fictitious, production must be 
increased. When this does not happen at a sufficient 
rate, the threat of bankruptcies and a chain-reaction 
collapse builds as the danger of corporations 
defaulting on their loans mounts. 

So over time, the U.S. had to increase production 
to sustain stability. State fiscal policy and credit 
expansion were only temporary solutions. And since 
domestic industry was left in a stagnant state, the 
increase in real production had to come from 
abroad. The U.S. used its position of dominance to 
rehuild European industry, and the reconstruction 
of this industry in tu'rn proVided the real basis for 
maintaining economic stability. . 

BRETTON WOODS 

But how did the U.S. benefit from an expansion 
of the productive forces abroad? First of all, 
American investments in manufacturing in Europe 
were redeemed. Then they were expanded- by 1960 
H,S. fOFeign investment accounted for 60 per cent of 
the world total. Moreover, the monetary agreement 
"oncluded in 1944 at Bretton Woods, New Hamp
shJre. gave the U.S. unique means of capitalizing on 

the wealth produced in other nations. 


The Bretton Woods agreement was central to 
sustained recovery. It put the dollar on a par with 
gold, making it into a privileged 'reservecunrency.' 
No other currency enjoyed this status. But since 
the dollar is only a piece of paper cranked out on 
priming machines hy the U.S. governmenL, this 
provided tremendous advantages. It enabled the 
U.S. to export its budgetary deficits abroad in 

return for real production in Europe and Japan. 


The advantages of this should be apparent. l\irst, 
the V.S. was ahle to contain inflation hy exp01'ting 
currency. The European economies, growing rapidly 
relacive to the V.S .. could sustain this influx since 
their real production was enlarging. Secondly. the 
privileged arrangements allowed for a reallocation 
of the world's wealth, with the U.S. appropriating a 
disproportionate share. 

Thus the stahility in the U.S. was based largeiy 
on the increased role of the state in the economv and 
on booty from a huge international empire ;';hich 
suhsidized U.S. industry and obscured the decay in 
the C .S. economy itself. . 

EURODOLLARS 

So :ong as European growth rates remained high, 
the build-up of U.S. paper currency ("Eurodoilars") 
was sustained without inflation having a devastal· 
IIlg impad. But as EU1"Opean industry developed, 
J_b~e ra te of growthslowed."Thisis b(,cause as the 
scale of the technical factors" of production 
(machines, etc.) increases, the rate of profit tends to 
faIL And as growth slowed, the Eurodollars began 
to take their inflationary toll. 

As Europe recovered, the proletariat there 
regained its comhativity. So that hy the mid'sixties, 
increased inflation in \'\1est Germany was mel hy a 
tremendous strike upsurge. And in France, 
DeGaulle's attempt to break the yoke of American 
domination by increasing gold reserves met with a 
sharp response when it took the form of an austerity 
program against the working class. The response to 
DeGaulle's attacks was.one of the principal factors 
behind the tremendous workers' upsurge in 
May-June 1968. 

And hy 1971, the situation neared crisis 
proportions. Well over $50 billion in Eurodollars 
was floating around Europe. The declining rate of 
profit led to an increase in all varieties of specula
tion as the multinational corporations, institutional 
banks. and individual speculators sought Lo in
~rease their returns by shuttling from one currency 
to another. The monetary system was rocked by 
three panics in the first seven months of 1971. 

The contradictory basis of the post-war boom was 
coming to the surface. The reconstruction of 

.---- ---~"~--~. 

European industry has led to a decline in the rate of 
profit. The ~uropean workers Gould no longer 
tolerate the §train of U.S.-exported inflation as the 
economies slilwed down. But the European recovery 
was the main factor behind the paper boom in the 
U.S. which maintained the domestic American 
market. And the European economies remaineCl 
dependent on American consumption for the bulk of 
their exports. 

VICIOUS CIRCLE 

This was a vicious circle. The declining European 
economies could not tolerate U.S.-exported infla· 
tion, hut especially as their growth rates lagged 
they became all the more competitiye for markets in 
the U.s. The U.S., in its turn, depended upon 
healthy European economies to sustain its paper 
boom, but its rotting industrial plant could not 
tolerate intense European competition. The f'inal 
irony is that the U.S. had cut hack investment 
domestically to take advantage of higher profit· 
ability abroad, and now found that it had difficulty 
competing with the nations that it had rebuilt. 

This was the backdrop to Nixon's New Economic 
Policy of August, 1971. The U.S. agreed to devalue 
the dollar and to end its special privileged status as· 

Foreign imfestffj7ents of leading 
Capital Exporting Countries 

19H 1930 1960 
per cent of total 

United Kingdom 50.3 43.S 24.5 
FralIllce 22.2 8A 4.7 
Germany 17.3 2.6 1.1 
Netherlands 3.1 5.5 4.2 

, Sweden 
United States 

.3 
6.3 

1.3 
:J5.:' 

.9 
59.1 

Canada .5 :U 5.5 

.1 Total 100 ]00 100 

I 	 Anllual Rate GrolJlIth 
of Total Output 

1950"60 1956"61. 
Denmark 3.:3 5.0 
France 4.4 4.2 
Germany 7.6 5.9 
Italy 5.9 IU 
United States 3.2 2.3 

U.S. economic heg....ony was """ of the keys to post-war 
!loom LO"" top table I. Foreign j"veBtm""t§ ""d Ihdtm, 
Woods made iaster-growing European """nom;"" [see 
bottom table] support U.S. capitalism. 
reserve currency. This knocked a pin out. of the U.S. 
international empire and limited the ability of the 
U.S. to export inflation. But Nixon demanded huge 
trade concessionR for U.8. industry in return. John 
Connally's globe-trotting trips in the fall of /971 
enforced this exchange: the European amLJapanese 
capitalists were forced to give privileged trading 
rights to U.S. firms, and to accept tariff barriers Lo 
the U.S domesti" market. 

The Connally trips were followed by a series of 
international trade conferencl's t.o the sal11~ end: 
extrading privileges for U.S. domest.ic industry. 
The post-war "harmony" hased on U.S. hegemony 
was finished and a transition to old-style open 
imperialist rivalry and conflict began. The U.S. 
used the dollar devaluaLion and the abrogation of 
the Bretton Woods agreement as the basis for 
getting a head start in the vieious "heggar-tby· 
neighbor" trade wars that loomed ahead. 

W AGE CONTROLS 

But additionally, Nixon needed a dub to keep 
inflation rates from soaring, ·since the export of 
inflation was not as viable as in the past. This is 
why, simultaneous with the dollar devaluation, he 
instituted Phase I of wage-price controls, the freeze 
on wages and a 90-day ban on strikes. 

With the end-6f the boom, the need to contain the 
inflationary pressures that had built up over 
decades, and to offset the fall in tliie profit rate, the 
bourgeoisie turned on the proletariat. The controls 

-~-~ ---"."--"~" --"---" ._
were able to contain In!:lation artifkia!1y fc' Li 

limited time. Prices and profiUl were !K'Ver real'y 
controlled, hut prices were kept down below the 
levels they would have risen to on their own. 'fhif> 
was in part dm) to the slashing of real wages, and ill 
part to a recovery of domestie production based on 
the trade concessions wresLed from the Europeans 
and Japanese. 

Let's examine this more closely. The 1972-Hl'I3 
upswing was made possibl!, by cutting real wages, 
by a tremendous increase in credit and public deht, 
by rapidly exhausting natural resources without 
care for replacement, and by a tremendous inerease 
of U.S. exports based on trade concessions. H was 
thus a desperate effort to bring ahout n,covery by 
aping the measures introduced at the end of Wodd 
War II. Only it broke down within two years, since 
the hases of post"war st.ability have eroded. 

In the first place, the European workers at 
end of the war were a source of cheap labor. Next, 
the devastated European industry allowed the 
rehuilding of pJants on a rnorc Inodern sl:ale, inixo
ducing more efficient meLhods of production and 
increasing productivity. Finally, the growth of 
Europe resulting from these factors subsidized lL~;L 
capitalism through the mechanisms of 
imperialism. 

But Europe is no longer a source of cheap labor; 
indeed, West German workers have surpassed the 
wage level of the U.S. work force. The falling raL~ of 
profit and the increase in the class stmggle meant 
that the lc,'Towth of European industries hro-lght ()n 
a slowdown in the rate of expansion in Europe. 

In short, the past sources of growth have heen 
exhausted. The credit expansion, wage-cutting, and 
plundering of resources of 1972-1973 could 
create a largely artificial boom. Ali the problem!; 
monetary crisis and liquidity were (~xacerhated; 
wage-gouging only increased the eombaLivity of th" 
proletariat. Indeed, in re-evaluating the past two 
years most economists agree that. the boom in 
profits was grossly exagg"rated through phony 
accounting techniques and failing to dis(,ount de 
preciation of capital. 

CAPITAL SHORTAGES 

One final fador, perhaps the most important, 
underlines til" severity of the liresent conjuncture. 
That is the crippling capital shortages that plal;lJ(, 
the intprnational econorny and are hringing on ;1, 

breakdown of the world's financial markets. 
The capital shortages are the result of 

tendency of the rate of profit to fall. As the rate of 
profit falls, relatively less surplus-value is produced 
compared to what is needed to introduce 
machinery. Meanwhile, as the scope of industry 
increases, larger sums are needed to introduce new 
elements of constant capital. At a certain P01TT:C. 
capitals must he centralized and constant capital 
depreciated to be able to meet invest.ment needs; 
Chis function is classically performed by depression. 

Today, we ace at that point where vast 
centralization and depreeiation must take pia.:!! for 
capital to be able to introduce pew machinery at an 
adequate rate. As a result, there are capital shor!. 
ages relative to the existing stmcture. 

The shortages have been exacerbated by the 
methods used to sustain t.he post-war boom. Ti,,, 
tremendous outlays on military production 
other forms of waste siphoned capital away from 
productive arcas, making the cost of fut.ure 
overhaul cumulative. In other words, t.he invest" 
ment needs today are multiplied by the failure to 
invest adequately in the past. 

FICTffTIOUS CAPITAL 

Finally, the tremendous growth of fictitious 

capital in the form of government deficits. credit not 

realized in future production, and interest-bearing 

capital (stocks, bonds, etc.) whose nominal value far 

surpasses real production have greatly Worsened 

the situation. These fictitious capitals are alI claims 

on surplus value, hut their sum surpasses the 

production of real surplus value. 


As the rate of profit. falls. capital is increasingly 
siphoned out of the productive sphere and thrown 
into what appear to be more lucrative speculative 
areas, making the capitaLshortages worse. And the 
capitalists make no distinction I",tween real and 
fictitious capital; hence they value constant, capital 
by adding in the fictitious claims. As a result, their 
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i\s a result, their 

investment needs are greatlynlliltipUEid, as they 
must cover all the illusory claiInson production (to 
fail to do so means repudiating debts and bank
ruptcy). In Marx's words: ..,.. . 
Witb the development'of interest-bearing eapftaI and 
the credit system, all eapital seems to double itself, and 
sometilqes treble itself, by the various modes in which 
the same capital, or .perhsps even the same claim on It 
deht, appears in.diHerent forms in diHerent bands. Tbe 
greater portion of 'this -"money-eapital" is purely 
fictitious. (Capital, Vol. 3, p. 470) 

Production of real surplus-value can no longer 
adequately cover all the claims. The result is 
increasing bankruptcy, plunging stock markets, a 
breakdown of the financial markets, and in general 
the severe capital shortages. The danger of .chain
reaction collapse looms. 

Today, the capital shortages have struck home in 
the form of crippling commodity shortages in oil, 
chemicals, food, fertilizers, paper, and metals; The 
energy industry, for example, needs $1 trillion to 
introduce new techniques in the next deeade alone
a sum greater than private capital investment in all 
domestic industry in the past deeade. 

The problem~is mirrored' from sector to sector. 
Savings and loan associations, starved for assets, 
cannot provide funds for mortgages,--resulting in 
depression conditions in the construction industry. 
The world food crisis that has brought starvation to 
Africa and Southern Asia stems from lack of capital 
to invest in modernizing agricultural implements. 

THE PRESENT CRISIS 

Let us examine the severity of the present crisis 
in more detail so that we can see what lies ahead. 

A recently completed study by the New York 
Stock Exchange predicts that U.S. industry must 
raise $4.7 trillion of investment capital between 'now 
and 1985. This is 160 per cent above the figure for 
the preceding 12 years. 

They will never generate the capital. Remember. 
the preceding 12 years were 1962-1974, a period of at 
least partial stability. How will they find the capital 
today. when the world economy is declining? 

8ven the New York Stock Exchange study 

expects a shortfall of $650 BILLION. This is opti

mistic. Business Week sadlv observes: "Even that 

i the predicted shortfall) does not take into account 

tJie results of the deterioration in the capital 

markets ... 


And fundamentally. the only way the situation 
can be reversed is by increasing real production, so 
that greater output and hence more capital will he 
generated. But in order to increase production, 
capital is needed. On a capitalist hasis, how can the 
vicious circle he broken? 

DEPRESSION 

There is only one way. There must he a 
rationalization of capital on a world scale. a 
concentration and centralization,. and an attempt to 
increase the rate of profit by a massive assault on 
workers' living standards. Just as World War II 
created a vast pool of cheap labor, destroyed 
capital, and estahlished a new centralization based 

enfeebled that it ean DO loager raise capital efficiently 
even for major corporad,oDlI, the big banks may again 
beeome ... tbe ma~' lJDderwriters of eorporate 

. securities. From the coDapse of 1929, the wbeel will 
have eome full cirele_ 

N ow we can see the current picture in sharp relief. 
First of all, look at the energy crisis. We have 
already noted the huge capital needs of the oil 
industry in the coming decade. This, combined with 
the drive of the Arab bourgeoisie to increase its 
power and profits, was the basis of a bloc between 
the Arabs and the U.S. oil interests to force through 
the steep increases in the prices of oil and natural 
gas that are' racking the world economy. 

It points to the heightened economic nationalism 
as well as the competition between different sectors 
of the capitalist class to stay afloat as the economy 
goes down. I t was the first major fissure in the solid 
domination the U.S. had imposed on the world 
economy in the post-wllr period, but it was just a 
reflection of the breakdown of stability in general. 

The world food crisis, as we have already noted, 
has similar roots in the crippling capital shortages. 
Likewise, the housing sector's depression stems 
from a shortage of bank capital. The auto industry 
is in a depressed state from a combination of the 
effects of the energy crisis and a general drying up 
of consumer spending (down $11.2 billion in the 
V.S. from last vear). 

The auto and' construction industries paced the 
post-war boom. Their breakdown is indicative of the 
general breakdown unrler oay. 

The main supports fnr the V.S. economy 
currently are durable goods and machine tool 
orders. which are high because the capitalists are 
seeking to overcome the shortage problem by intro
ducing new machinery. The problem, again, is that 
they lack the capital to hack this up. Thus. the pre
dicted 14 p'er cent increase in capital spending this 
vear has turned out in real life to amount to barely 5 
per cpnt. And the breakdown of the capital markets 
will destroy even this, as contraction proceeds. 

DOWNHILL 

The prospects are all downhill. Capital shortagps 
mean an increasing slowdown in production- bank
ruptcies. increasing unemployment, etc. At the 
same time. the mountain of fictitious capital 
represented hy credit and debt mean continued 
inflation. and the more production drops the greater 
the rate of inflation. 

There is a slim possibility that tbe capitalists can 
walk a tight-rope down for a period of time, with 
unemployment and inflation rising, bankruptcies 
increasing, but no major collapse. This will require a 
high degree of coordination, with the U.S. keeping 
the situation at home from breaking down 
completely by wresting greater and greater 
C<)ncessions from the rest of the world, and success
fully attacking the working class. Over time. 
country after country will falter-first Italy and 
Britain. later France and West Germany-until~ 
eventuallv trade breaks down and collapse takes 
place. . 

Or, more likely, the current conjuncture can break 
_apart,as the ml!!1ll_otpr()blellls besetting the hour----Qn-the-dominationofU.S. capital, so this-task-muEt 

geoisie brings down the house of cards. One thing,be accomplished again today. In the process, tbe 
though. is certain. Without a rationalization of aoverextension of credit and deht must he wiped out 
scope that only a depression can bring, there Cllll beand capital devalued. 
no recovery on a capitalist basis. We have alreadyAnd this adds up to depression. All the old crap 
seen that the measures implemented in 1972-1973that encrusted upon the economic structure in the 
were a last gasp that only worsened the presentpost·war period must be eliminated, The more far
situation.sighted elements in the ruling class now realize this. 


To cite Business Week, which until this summer 

TURMOIL OF KEYNESIANSwas extremely optimistic about the future: 

The downhill road is reflected in the crISIS of
Unless this deterioration (of the capital markets) is bourgeois economics. The Keynesians are now in a checked, it is going to produce a series of consequences 

state of turmoil. John Kenneth Galbraith, Johnthat even the most pessimistic forecaster would not 

have dreamed of five years ago. The individual investor 
 Duesenberg, and others are now demanding a tight 
will become a rare-if not an extinct-species. The money policy and a general attempt to slow 
securities industry will contract to a handful of -firms. inflation by dampening the economy. The problem 
The public markets will he open only to the largest is that the present inflation is in large part rooted in 
corporations, and the largest corporations witb the commodity shortages, which their policies only 
healthiest balance sheets'at that. All other companies make worse by further slowing production.
will be obliged to depend increasingly on the ban!<ing Secondly, tight money worsens the threat of chain
system. The banks themselves, in many instances, will reaction bankruptcies through debt default as
be hard put to raise equity J:Ilpital for thier own <lse: companies cannot find loan money.those that can't-just like other businesses-will be 

Other Keynesians (Walter Heller, Otto Eckstein)forced to merge, retrench, or disappear. Economic 
power will increasingly be concentrated, as it is in argue that because inflation is fueled by shortages, 
Eruope and Japan, in a decreasing number of big banks. fiscal restraint policies will not slow inflation, but 
And if the securities indnstry's distrihution system is so will only increase qnemployment and risk depres-
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sion.- ,This .is true, but their alternative ise:qually 
lacking: TheyiClill for tax cuts, easy credit, arid 
increased state spending to. promote economic 
growth. But this will just introduce more worthless 
paper money intO· the economy, multiply the 
inflation rate, without solving the in~nse ca{>ital 
shortages based in stagnating production of surplus 
value that are behind the crisis. 

The Keynesians are breaking apart because they 
are absolutely incapable of explaining the current 
economic crisis, where both unemployment and 
inflation are well above the "acceptable" levels. 
This is because today, government deficit spending 
just injects more debt into an already bloated credit 
structure, accelerating inflatiQn. 

The Keynesian deficit spending methods of the 
whole post-war period have accelerated the acute 
capital shortages, as we have seen. Together, the 
overextension of debt and the growing bankruptcies 
and.' the shortage of capital to expand production 
have meant a slowdown in production, an increase 
in unemployment while inflation skyrockets. 

So the Keynesians are in utter disarray. 
Meanwhile, an older school of economists with a 
much different message is returning to vogue- the 
"Austrian" school. The "Austrians" blame the 
current crisis on the profligate monetary policies 
and st.ate intervention advocated by the Keynes
ians. They call for a return to laissez-fairc 
capitalism, the gold standard, and believe that a 
depression will be necessary to purge the system of 
the effects of the post-war boom. 

Professor Walter Grinder of Rutgers, a leading 
Austrian. says:' "H's not that we look favorably 
upon'depressions or recessions. It's just tha t they 
are necessary after a bout of antisocial overinvest
ment in capital, engendered hy expansionary 
monetary policy." And, he adds... I t is only through 
this painful medicine that the economy can be 
cured... 

Laissez-faire capitalism is an impossihility in the 
epoch of imperialist de,:ay. The state must int.ervene 
forcefully in the econjlmy to protect the jnterests of 
the monopolists inter'nationally from the wrath of 
the working dass. As well. without the stale 
produd.ion of World War II and its immediate after
math. til<' world would ha\'e lapsed hack into 
d"pn'ssion conditions. As we saw earlier, the 
inahility t(; pull out of til(' depression of the thirties 
through traditional market mechanisms is the 
dpare~t illustration that laissez-faire's days are long 
past. 

But the increasing popularity of the Austrians 
underlines a general realization that Keynesian 
measures no longer work. As well, these advocates 
of depression demonstrate that the bourgeoisie 
knows t.hat the myth of eternal capitalist stahiliza
tion is gone forever. 

The Austrians are especially important given the 
dispositions of Alan Greenspan, chairman of the 
President's Council of Economic Advisers. Says 
Greenspan: "I wouldn't call myself an Austrian 
economist, since I'm suspicious of all economic 
lahels, but there is a lot that I agree with in Aus
trianism." 

So, while Greenspan won't go to the extreme of 
advocating depression, he follows policies that are 
sure to hasten a crash. Greenspan is pushing tight 
money, cutting government spending, increasing 
unemployment, and cutting real wages. And, as we 
have seen, many erstwhile Keynesians are following 
Greenspan down this path. At the end of the road 
waits depression. 

BREAK THE CHAINS! 

The working class must gird itself for the 
struggle to cqme. Greenspan's "old-time religion" 
economics and Ford and Kissinger's drum-rolls 
point the path to depression and nuclear war. The . 
bourgeoisie will, if necessary, destroy the entire 
fabric of civilization in a desperate attempt to retain 
their class rule. . 

But their system and their rule stand as the only 
obstacles to humanity. The material basis has been 
laid for the working class to take power in its own 
name. On a capitalist basis, what will follow is 
depression, chaos, famine, and war. And all this can 
be prevented-it must be prevente,d-by the prole
tariat abolishing the capitalist Vsystem that is 
strangling the world. The answer is socialist 
revolution. 
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them over to the revolutionary Marxist program of 
the Revolutionary Socialist League. We will discuss 
in ,jepth the most important questions facing the 
wo;king-c1ass movement today. We will counter
pose the M,arxist answers to these questions to the 
hourgeois-influenced programs of the neo-Menshe
viks. '~Before we can unite, and in order that we 
may unite, we must first of all draw firm and 
definite lines of demarcation." , 

In this way, we will help revolutionary-minded 
workers and intellectuals to re-group themselves 
and to lay the programmatic and organizational 
foundations for a reconstructed Fourth Interna
tional. 

TECHNICAL CHANGES 

This orientation requires some changes in The 
Torch as its readers have come to know it during its 
first year of pu?licati~n. To discuss key questions in 
the depth re.qUlred, It IS necessary to carry fewer but 
long~r frtIcles per issue than was normal 

-prevIOus y.
To raise the political level of the newspaper, the 

League's leadership-its Central Committee and 
especially its Political Committee-will take on a 
much greater proportional share of the writing. 

Finally, to meet our necessarily high standards of 
quality, we have decided to resume monthly (rather 
than bi-weekly) publication. It is now clear to us 
that bi-weekly publication, despite its obvious 
advantages, is still incompatible with meeting the 
standards of quality which we must set for 
outselves. A bi-weekly schedule also restricts our 
ahility to increase the length of each issue, 
something which is most necessary to satisfactorily 
develop the ideas presented in these pages. 

Our organizational and technical advances 
depend upon political advances. We expect The 
Torch to raise the theoretical understanding of the 
League:s membership and to win new elements to 
our banner-the best, most clear-sighted of today's 
would-he revolutionaries. Successes like these will 
make possihle a more frequent publication schedule 
for The Torch in the future. 

,----,----------'--~-----------'!!!!----~----

Weare making a series of changes in The Torch. 
Longer, more analytical articles are-freplacing the 
shorter ones of the past. Instead-of publishing 
hi-weekly, we are returning to a monthly schedule. 

Why are we doing this? Thereasons are political 
ones, touching on our very reason for existing as a 
tendency and for publishing a paper. 

The key task for us today is reconstructing the 
Fourth International. ':fhe world proletariat has 
never been in greater need of an international, 
revolutionary Marxist party. 

Throughout the world, capitalism finds itself 
faced with ,crisis. The ruling classes are everywhere 
resorting to more repressive measures against the 
workers in order to shore up their own positions. 

In response to the sharpening of capitalism's 
contradictions and the bourgeoisie's stepped-up 
attacks, the proletarian masses are attempting to 
fight back. Growing numbers of workers are coming 
to recognize the face of J_heir class enemy. Growing 
numbers sense how urgent it is for the proletariat to 
organize itself on a class-conscious hasis. 

VANGUARD IN DISARRAY 

Our c1ass's main problem is the terrible state of 
its vanguard. The increasingly combative working
class masses do not have strong, unified, Marxist 
leadership to direct their struggles. Instead, the 
c1ass's vanguard is in total dis!lrray. Throughout 
the world. the would-be revolutionary workers are 
divided against each other. split up into warring 
tendencies. mis-led by the hroadest spectrum of 
neo-Menshevik currents-who cloak themselves in 
the hanner of Bolshevism. 

This situation is intolerable. The international 
, working class cannot hope to defend itself, much 

less improve its condition, unless the vanguard 
workers and intellectuals unite around a Marxist 
program within a unified. democratic-centralist, 
international party. 

How can the reconstruCtion of a genuinely 
revolutionary International take place? It certainly 
cannot occur through an a-political amalgamation 

of all the self-proclaimed Marxist groupings. Simple 
addition is not the answer. 

It is first necessary to layout the principled 
political basis for a truly Leninist unification of 
forces. And this requires the greatest clarification of 
the differences which presently divide tendencies 
from one another. 

The fake-Marxist, neo-Menshevik trends who 
currently confuse and divide the vanguard must be 
clearly exposed before the most advanced workers 
for what they really are. These trends range from 
the Stalinist "official" Communist Parties and their 
erratic Maoist offspring through the various 
Pabloite tendencies-who use the authority of Leon 
Trotsky to cover their capitulation to capitalism 
fespecially where capitalism rules on the basis of 
state property and through the mechanism of 

Stalinist parties).
Only if this exposure is successfully accomplished 

can these poisonous trends be isolated from their 
honest supporters and defeated. Only in this way 
can th F th I te tional be rebuilt 

e our n rna . 
LENIN AND "ISKRA" 

Almost 75 years ago, in similar circumstances, 
Lenin excellently defined the correct way to 
approach the task of advancing Marxist unity. In 
the Declaration of the Editorial Board of Iskra 
(1900), he wrote: 
... unity cannot be decreed, it erumot be brought about 

by a derision, say, of a meeting of representatives; nt 

must be worked for. In the first plac:e, it is necessary to 

work for solid ideological unity.. __ Before we can unite, 

aud in order that we may unite, we must first of all draw 

firm and definite Jines of demarcation. Otherwise, our 

unity will be purely fictitious, it will conceal the 

prevailing confusion and hinder itB radical elimination. 

(Lenin. Collected Works, Vol. 4, p_ 354) 


The task which The Torch seLs for itself in the 
next period is to fight for the reconstruction of the 
Fourth International and its U.S. section. We will 
follow Lenin's method. 

Like Iskra, The Torch -will orient to the 
proletariat's vanguard elements, in an effort to win 

------,-'.~"~ 
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-"We've got gun 

L.A. United Defense Meeting 

by James Patrick 

I n response to the Communist 
Party-inspired attack on the Los 
Angeles Socialist Collective in August 
(see The Torch No. 14), a group of 
lahor and left groups met on August 
:,1 to discuss the problem of violence 
on the left. Among those attending the 
first meeting were members or sup
porters of the Spartacist League (SLI. 
I nternational Socialists fIS I. Socialist 
Collective (SCi. Octoher League (OL), 
New American Movement (l'<AM), 
Internationalist Tendency of the 
Socialist Workers Party (IT), and the 
Revolu tionary Socialist League (RSL), 
as well as several independent leftists. 

At the first meeting. a statement 
was agreed upon which denounced the 
use of violence by one left tendency 
against another. The principle of "An 
injury to one is an injury to all" was 
upheld as the only one which could
ensure the working class's right to 
hold free, open, and democratic dis
cussion of the issues facing it. 

Although the various groups agreed 
on paper to back up the principle of 
workers' democracy (not only in words 
but "in the streets"), nevertheless no 
way was put forward to ensure that 
real defense would be ready when any 
group needed it. 

As a result. the RSL argued for a 
permanent United Defense Committee. 
Only such a commitment to the 
serious defense of workers' democracy 

will be ahle to check the increasing 
violence of the capitalist state and its 
police against the entire left. Only 
such a commitment will deter the 
Communist Party and the Stalinist 
sects such as the October League and 
the Revolutionary Union from the use 
of violence against their political 
opponents. 

In addition, the RSL argued that 
such an on-going committee would 
stand as .. n example to the entire 
working class of the kind of united 
action which the working class needs 
to defend itself from the bosses' 
attacks. 

The most vigorous opponents of the 
United Defense effort were speakers 
from the OL.Declaring her opposition 
to the very notion of workers' demo-
cracy- the idea that the working class 
has the right to choose its own leader
ship- OL leader Sue Klonsky affirmed 
that some groups (i.e., Trotskyists) 
"deserve to get their toes stepped on." 
She added that the OL planned to do 
its share of the stepping, and then 

Most of the other opponents of the 
RSL's proposal, especially supporters 
of the IT, agreed "in principle" that 
defense was a "good idea," hut argued 
that such an effort would be "pre
mature" or "provocative." We re
sponded by pointing out that it is the 
duty of revolutionaries to lead, to take 
the' first steps, even when it's 
unpopular or when our forces aren't as 
large as we'd like. 

In a straw vote taken at the end of 
the meeting, the RSL's proposal won 
the support of a large majority of 
those present. But when the proposal 
was voted on officiallv at a second 
meeting held on September 13. 
members of hoth the SL and the IS 
"changed their minds" and voted 
against it, thus ensuring the pro
posal's defeat. 

Neither group tried to explain their 
change of position. The IS representa
tives did not speak at all. The SL 
speaker stated that she was opposed 
to any permanent body, but she gave 
no reason why and made no reference 

•w..allllkllellld.olllullllt•.•1IIIIIII••IIIIIIII•••IIIIIIIII!I!III_lIIIItllo.t~h_e fact that two weeks earlier the 

SL had supported the idea. 
In addition, the Socialist Collective. 

which had also supported the RSL's 
proposal on August 31. did not even 
hother to attend the second meeting. 
Thus the SC once again demonstrated 
its unwillingness to engage in joint 
work with other organizations. and its 
refusal to take the need for united 
defense seriously in spite of the 
attacks which have heen made upon 
them. 

The R8L concluded hy reiterating 
its desire to establish practical rela~ 
tions for common defense against 
thuggery with any groups or individ
uals who wanted to do so. We affirmed 
our LOlllmitment to the united front-
unity in action, freedom of political 
criticism -- as the only way to unite the 
working class movement around con
crete issues while at the same time 
ensuring a forum for the most open 
political dehate. Thus, through strug
gle. the working class can best choose 
its own leadership. We are confident 
that through such struggle the RSL's 
program for the workers' movement 
will be proven correct. 

Presumahly, groups like the IS or 
the 81. have no such confidence in 
their own programs. 
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"We k,eep them to ,protect ourselves short working hours and safe working cuttingben~fits to the bO~e-t6Js.MINERS· with, We'll use them when the time conditions, it: is necessary for coal, remained Lewis's policy. 
comes to use them, It won't be aQPe mining to be nationalized under the ··Lewis did save the industry, 'but not 

VIarxist program of 

rch 
Cont'd, (romp.'t sided battle." Faced by organized and control of aworkers'government, very much for the miners, To compete 

rue. We will discuss , Power's gangs of gunthugsand the armed piCkets, the scabs did not try to Private capitalis simply not enough to with oil, the coal, industry had to 
uestions facing the suppression of elementary democratic enter the mine, The armed pickets " carry out the technological revolution mechanize. Even 'the largest mines 
. We will counter rights (such as the right to a jury trial) kept Brookside shut tight and were necessary to convert death-tn*p min were in no shape to do this. ~wis 
,se questions to the used in Harlan will come to every the key to victory. ing to safe mining. Even more;'private came to their rescue with a' policy of 
of the neo-Menshe union in the country. For the bulk oBhe strike, the Miller ownership, and even nationalization encouraging mechanization, forcing 
d in order that we leadership refused to build sympathy under a ,capitalist government, has'as the smaller mines out of business and 
all draw firm and COURAGE 	 strikes or even shut down the rest of its purpose' .the extraction of maxi holding dow!) production costs. 

Eastovees mines. While giving large mum value out of the miners' labor for , To implement this policy, Lewis 
The militancy, courage and self- strike benefits and carrying out a cam~olutionary-minded minimum cost. This means unsafe forced the operators to form -one 

~group themselves sacrifice of the Kentucky miners paign to get investors to sell Duke ,mines, longer hours, falling wages, national organization. "They have 
and organizational proved more than a match for the Power stock, Miller sought to keep the 	 leaders, eachWhatever the miners have been able to sectional group one 

capitalist violence.' The use of armed strike limited to Brookside.d Fourth Interna gain in past years has for this reason thoroughly lacking confidence in the 
workers' defense guards to meet the One year after the strike began, the proved temporary, 	 other, and it is impossible for the Mine
capitalist goon attacks, 8preilding the UMW finally called the Highsplint 'Nationalization and the fight for a Workers to find any stable agency onNGES 
strike to bring the full power of the mine out on strike, and a little later workers' government require a revolu the side of the, bituminous operators

ne changes in The minerstobear-these'werethekeysto the Arjay mine, In August, Miller tionary leadership. The alternative, with whom we can discuss a national
) know it during its vict,ory in Harlan, 	 called out the entire union for a week reformist strategy is to 	 collaborate program, however conducive it would 
ISS key questions in At a time when much of the labor - to support the Brookside strike and to with the largest mine operators be to the welfare of the industry...." 
V to carry fewer but movement is in retreat, the Harlan prepare for the November contract against the smaller ones, and by So spoke Lewis, and the Bituminous aan was normal miners showed the way forward. Only expiration. Within two weeks, Duke helping the capitalist industry to Coal Operators Association form<-'<I. 

one element. was missing: a l~adership Power settled, Combined with the centralize and concentrate its opera· To make his dream of drivingthe newspaper, the, that c0l!ld live up to the rruhtancy o! a~med pickets, the general strike to tions, make temporary gains out of the 200,000 miners out of the industryal eommittee -and - -th~ mmer~. .D~splte t~e mmers --support Brookside was more than temporarily increased 	 capitalist come t.rue, Lewis became "the hestee- will take on a eVIdent bellef m It, the Miller leader- Duke or the government which pres profits. This has been th~ historic salesman for the machine industry ine of the writing. ' ship o~ the UMW was theI weakest sured Duke to settle, co~ld handle. course of the UMW leadership and is the country." As he put it, "Thf , high standards of factor In the.Harl~n stru?,g e. If Tony Boyle, the completely cor.' the course of Miller today. United Mine Workers not onlyne monthly (rather The B:oo~slde mme, whlc? h~d lor;g rupt president of the UMW before co-operates with the operators or
is now clear to us been u~llomzed, was de-umomzed m Miller, had stayed in office, Brookside JOHN L, LEWIS this-we invented the policy." Lewis'o:spite its obvious 1~65~fter .the~efeat ~ a _long and would never have been organized, dream did come true as the workforc{In the 1920's, John L, Lewis began, with meeting the nltter strike. In ~9.'0, Eastover Miller was able to gain the presidency shrank from 4l6,000 in '1950 to 130,00(
we must set for Mmmg Co" a subSIdIary ~f D~ke of the UMW, by capitalizing on the his leadership of the UMW. The UMW 

in 19G4 with mechanization quadrupl, 
, also restricts our Power Co.. hou?,ht the BrookSIde n:me growing militancy of the union's then faced an all-out assault of the 

ing in a similar period.
h 6f each issue, and brought m a company umon. ranks In order to keep his base of owners, All the tactics of Brookside, 

Lewis ,kept his promise 	 to keephut ten times as vicious, gave bloodycry to satisfactorily Afte: the UMW won ar; NLRB supp~rt he had to make some production costs down. While miners'Harlan and Mingo counties theirthese pages. . e!"ctlOn and the company refused t? concessions to the continuing pressure wages rose, they did so much more
iChilicaJ advances' sIgn the standard contract, a stnke of the ranks. Only for this reason did name, Tens of thousands were evicted 

slowlv than t.hose of other industrialfrom, company housing, 	 tent cities;. We expect The hegan ,In July, 1973. . the UMW spend $1.5 million and call work~rs. More importantly, Lewisshot up and bombed, wages cut, thederstanding of the The company used eve!J:" ta~tlc out the entire union to win the Harlan kept retirement fund payments at thc 
n new elements to possihle to hreak the stnke-Ignor~ng strike. 	 ten· hour day brought in, In a decade, 

1952 level until his death (they did notthe NLRB, the law and everythmg 	 the UMW went from 500,000 members-sighted of today's go up until 1971 ); as a result, pensions
;ses like these will else to smash the union. Eastover \'" , 	 down to 75,000.CRITICAL SUPPORT 	 were cu t and death and disahilityhired gangs of "security guards" and 	 In the first part of the 20's, Lewis ublication schedule payments stopped altogether, armed them to terrorize the picket The events since Miller's election considered the alternative of a fight to 

A vital part of Lewis's policy waslines. Mickey Messer, the president of show the correctness of the tactic of nationalize the mines. Soon, however, 
keeping th!' entire industry organized.the Brookside local,' had 100 bullets critical support for Miller then urged he turned to the second alternative,

d the idea. 	 If all mines worked on a union scale, sosprayed in'to his home, Scabs were, hv the supporters of the Revolution collahorating with the owners to , Socialist Collective. 	 Lewis thought, competition could he hroU?,ht in. and injunctions and the a~v Socialist League. '1'he militancy of restore prosperity to the industry.upported the RSL's 	 controlled to the advantage of hothstate polic:e were hurled against the th~ ranks, thanks to the ahsence of a This was to, he his policy for the rest of 
1St 31. did not even 	 the industrv and the union, As apickets. 	 genuine revolutionary leadership, his career.the second meeting. 	 result, Lewis struggled hard towas then focused behind Miller, whom Lewis's strategy was to limit
again demonstrated 	 Pliminat<.'"SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY" the miners falsely saw as a militant production, help the largest companies non-union coal- through 
to engage in joint 	 NLRB elections, organizing the smallleader. 	 dominate the market, and win somerganizations, and its Southern hospitality, mine-owner 	 mines by dynamite and terror. legislaTo gain the limited openings for the concess{ons from their enlarged;he need for united style, appeared as fired strikers were 	 tion, and even buying non-union minesdass struggle which the election of the profi ts. Until the industry had in

1 in spite of the evicted from company housing. The unionize, thesereformer would bring, to end the creased its profits, the workers would to force them to All 
ve heen made upon Southern Lahor Union (Eastover's 	 methods failed, The falling profit ratesgangster regime in the UMW, and just have to suffer wage-cuts and no company union) tried to bribe two of of the coal industry kept up a constantmost of all to test Miller's false safety protection. Lewis's answer toluded by reiterating the local leaders to lead a back·to-work 	 pressure to substitute ,seah lahor forpromises in action. it was necessary the miners' problems hecame: "Shut,blish practical' reJa movement. As the strike continued, 	 union labor.for revolutionaries to advise the down 4,000 coal mines, force 200,000 on defense against the company and government grew miners to place Miller in office, while miners into other industries, and thc,y groups or individ more vidous, When it appeared that a 	 I-)CAB MINESpredicting that Miller would not be coal prohlem will settle itself.",0 do so, We affirmed jury was going La free arrested ahle to provide a leadership adequate From 1934 until shortly after World Especially after the recession of;0 the united front pickets. Judge Byrd Hogg, a former to the needs and the anger of the War II, Lewis's strategy appeared to 195R, scah mines sprang up. As til('freedom of political coal operator, dismissed the jury and 

miners. 	 work. Capitalism was recovering from scah mines grew, they pushed unionJnly way to unite the convicted the pickets himself. This prediction is now being tested the depression and the coal industry ('oal out of the market. Under this,vement around con The company set up a machine gun and proved, Miller was forced. belated hoomed, By refusing to accept tl", pressure, and with the example of" at the same time nest at the mine face, Several pickets ly, to come to the aid of the Harlan no-strike pledge during the war, the non·union mines before them, thefor the most open were shot, and one miner, Lawrence strike, hoth because he needs a victory miners won the highest pay of any larger opera tors began to bust the~hus, through strug .Jones, was murdered by a foreman, now to prepare for November, and industrial workers. They led the labor union. This was the situation in which lass can best ch?Ose With the arrogance of a feudal lord hecause the largest mine operators movement in benefits. Over 90 per the UMW was driven from Brooksidep. Weare confident and the desperation of a dying capital and the government prefer today to cent of the industry was organized, in 1965, I struggle the RSL's ism, Duke Power decreed that nothing ,control the mine workers through a and it appeared that the UMW was Despite Lewis's dynamite andworkers' movement was too foul or brutal to try to smash reformist union rather than trying to totally secured. 	 money, he could not stamp out,rrect. 	 the union, destroy the UMW. 	 The appearance was not the reality. non·union coal. The mechanization he'oups like the IS or The miners' solidarity and refusal to But Miller will prove incapable of After the war, the bottom fell out of pioneered created massive unemploysuch confidence in be intimidated by employers' violence leading the UMW in an all-out strug· the coal market. Caught between the ment in Appalachia, These unemms. 	 defeated these tactics, When the gle against the big mine operators, growth of oil and natural gas and the ployed miners were forced by Lewis's.~-- ..-......-..- courts limited the number of uniont 	 and of linking such a struggle to the strength of the UMW, the coal policies to work in small mines. Whenpickets, the miners' wives stepped intoI 	 struggle of the whole working class, industry declined sharply-from 630 organizing election held, thean 	 wasthe front lines, took over the picket· Because of this, he must also lose the' million tons in 1946 to 410 million tons operator would threaten to,shut do~ning, armed themselves with clubs, and------.,• 	 in 1958_fight against scab coal. '1'0 see this, it 	 the mine and lay the men off. Thestopped the scabs-until Judge Hogg is necessary to look backward at the Again the choice was posed to UMW had no way to protect thesejailed them. When the company-,----'---,--•I' history of the UMW's fights. Lewis. Expropriate the capitalists or jobs, and the men voted "no,"dispersed the pickets with a machineI 	 collaborate with them to save the . The inevitable fruit of Lewis's
-----,---1, gun, the workers blocked the road a LESSONS OF THE PAST 

industry, Never mind that saving the collaborationist policy was to create , I mile from the mine and defended the This history shows two alteniatives industry meant tremendous unem scab mines, no matter how militant her.:;!P'_ft_and pickets with pistols and shotguns. facing the miners and their leaders. If ployment, crushing union democracy, was in trying to elITninate them, The 
"We've got guns," one miner said. miners are to gain a decent life, with a gruesome list of mine disasters and Cont'd. next page 
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CLASS ·STRlJGGLEIN TO E soum 

Part Two:·, "7

From Slavery 

to~Jim Crow··· . 


BY DAVID FRANKLIN 

Despite what some bleary-eyed liberal historians 
might say, the Civil War was not fought for the 
"freedom of man," '.:human dignity," etc., 
admirable as these ideas are. Rather, the source of 
the conflict lay essentially in the_~ass conflict 
hetween the industrial bourgeoisie of the North, and 
the Southern slave-holding aristocracy. 

The slave owners, presiding. over a decaying· 
social system. needed the expansion of slavery into 
the western territories of the United States. The 
hourgeoisie desired these domains (as well as the 
South itself) for its own expansion. The freeing of 
the slaves was a necessary product of the smashing 
of the slavocracv. but the bourgeoisie was prepared 
to support black rights in general only insofar as 
thev ('o-incided with its own "rights"; if black 
rights got in the way. they would be junked. 

RECONSTRUCTION 

With the defeat of the Confederacy, the 
Republican Reconstruction governments were 
erected in the South. These governments helped to 
protect and codify the political and economic rights 
gained hy hlacks (e.g.. freedom from chattel 
slavery, right to vote). The hourgeoisie's support 
for these rights. and for the completion of the' 
democratic revolution generally in the South ("40 
acres and a mule"), reached an apex in 1868, when 
the Radical Republicans held control of the U.S. 

Congress.. 
However, ev.en prior to 1865, conflicts between 

the demand for full bourgeois democracy and the 
needs of the bourgeoisie were beginning to emerge. 
Governor Andrews or" Massachusetts, for example, 
invested $30,000 in a Mississippi plantation, even 
before the war was over. Following the war, milli()ns 
of acres of public lands were donated to the giant 
railroad interests, and the southern land-specula
tion of nothern capital intensified. This was hardly 
compatible with the basic democratic demand of the 
freed blacks-the distribution of the land. 

Furthermore, even in their heyday, most of the 
Radical Republicans were opposed to the implemen
tation of land reform. As a disillusioned Radical 
Republican commented: "It is the Northern 
capitalist as well as the Southern planter that the 
POOT' freedman has to contend with now.... " 
With few exceptions, the demand for land was not 

met, and blacks were f()rced into an economic state 
between a genuine farming class and slavery
sharecroppers and tenants. Joining them were a 
great number of poor white plebians. 

DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION 

The conflict between the democratic revolution 
and the bourgeoisie went beyond capital's economic 
plans for the South. The problem was also political, 
and national in scope. In the midwest, farmers were 
moving into revolt again~t big capital, involving 
such issues as high railroad rates. Granger Societies 
had been organized in 1867 and were beginning to 
show political strength. 

More importantly, the working class was 
beginning to move. During the civil war, most of the 
organized labor movement had followed the lead of 
the hourgeoisie against the slavocracy. But 
following the war, the situation had changed. The 
National Labor Union. a nationwide organization of 
trade unions, was formed in 1866. The level of real 
wages. having been depressed during the war. 
steadily rose following the conflict, in large part due 
to a working-class offensive alongside a collapse of 
wartime price inflation. 

All this was indicative of the fact that the class 
antagonisms typical of capitalism were pressing 

their owri stamp on American society and posed a 
mortal threat to capital. . 

REDEMPTION 

To defend its interests against this threat, capital 
decided to. transform the South into a conservative 
political bulw.ark. ',. ' 

For these purposes, the ReconstructIOn govern
ments simply would not fill the bill. Make no 
mistake about it: they were pro-capitalist regimes. 
Their generous land-grants. to railroad interests 
testify to this loyalty. But their social appeal was to 
the blacks-who were propertyless and volatile--a 
potentially radical stratum who could not. be 
counted on for unflinching SUppOlt to capItalIsm. 
Conversely, Reconstruction hampered northern 
capital's natural ally in the South. 

-~ This ally was the southern bourgeoisie, the class 
which more than the slaves had .been "emanci

. pated" by the Civil War from the economic 
restrictions imposed on them by the slave system 
and which acted as an agent for the now-entering 
northern capital-as well as in its own behalf. 

The political representatives of the southern 
bourgeoisie were known as the Redeemers. residing 
in the ".Redemption·' wing of the Southern 
Democratic Party. But the Redeemers demanded a 
price for their support to Wall Street. Such 
nonsense as protection of black rights iincreasingly 
ineffective as the "protection" was), the obnoxious 
presence of federal troops, and the like would have 
to go. For that matter, even many Reconstruction
ists, the "carpetbag" Republicans who travelled 
South for reasons other than spreading the spirit of 
freedom (namely. money) desired the end of 
Reconstruction. One such carpethagger reported 
that he "did not meet any Atlanta prominent 
business Republican who desired Republican 
control in the state...." 

So a bargain was struck. And - the formal 
codification of this bargain was the Compromise of 
11l77. In this compromise. the Redeemers gave the 
close. disputed national presidential election of 1876 
over to "he Republican candidate, Rutherford 
Haves. In return. the last Reconstruction govern
me~ts in the southern states were withdrawn in 

" 
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result is that today 150 million tons of 
scab coal is mined each year by 35,000 
to 50,000 non-union members. 

Miller represents no break with 
Lewis's basic class collaborationist 
attitude. While he m~y very well be a 
sincere militant, Miller is just as 
committed to preserving the coal 
industry under capitalist rule. Vice
President Mike Trbovkh, shortly after 
he and Miller were elected; told the 
miners that they must learn to mine 
coal in the interests of the public and 
mineowners. 

cc-·-TrbtWHffi.'s siatement- has been. 
hacked up by Miller's attitude 
towards wildcat strikes. Agreeing that 
wildcats unreasonably disrupt produc
tion, Miller launched a campaign to 
end them, including the strike of 
26,000 miners against gas rationing. 
Miller has even entered into a joint 
study with management on the cause~ 
and cures for wildcats. Miller's explicit 
opposition to the right to strike over 
grievances is another example of his 
concern for the operators. 

Miller's strategy, like Lewis's, 
remains one of gaining incre!lsed 
benefits for the miners by reviving the 
ailing capitalist mine industry. Be
cause of this he must betray the trust 
the miners have placed in him. The' 
industry cannot be revived under 
capitalist control, it can at most be 
propped up, injected with stimulants, 
bailed out temporarily-all at the 
workers' expense. 

Today the coal industry faces an 

artificial prosperity brought on by the miners in 22 mines. This conservative again. 
turn backto coal from oiL Tomorrow strategy is meetin~ly mixed The UMW tor 50 years has done 
the backwardness of production success-the UMW is losing many battIe with a capitalist opponent who 
methods will reassert itself in the form NLRB elections in Harlan, tbroughout has constantly shifted ground, re
of falling profit rates, which even the the east and in the west. The legacy of treated. counter-attacked and taken 
largest corporations lack the capital to distrust towards the UMW. created back what the miners had previously 
overcome through a technological hy Lewis's terror campaign and his won. This pattern remains the same. 
revolution. system of sweetheart t:ontracts and as the example of the flight of coal to 

The result must be to squeeze inflamed operator's propaganda is a the West indicates. 
profits out of the workers' hides, In big reason for the UMW's losing The miners also remain in the 
coal this has a very literal meaning-it elections. ' forefront of the whole class struggle in 
means first of all unsafe -working But the operators also have their the United States. In the '30's, when 
conditions, Longer hours, skimping on trump card- the threat to shut down the miners sparked the CIO organiz
safety regulations, driving for more the mines. llegardless of whether the ing drives; in the ·40·s. when they 
and more production for a minimum shut down would be forced by a lack of struck against the wartime no-stike 
input,of J1e\·LcapitaLmeans.Lho_us.ands_pxofitsQr if)t L:o.simply..1L!LlliQn-bust..:... . ]Jledge; in .1971. when they struck. in 
of new names on the -mine workers' 
death list. 

Miller has this clear class collabora
tionist stance today-when theeondi
tions are absolutely the best that 
capitalism can provide. Coal is boom
ing; prices and production are rising 
due to the energy crisis. The bulk of 
the industry is controlled by some of 
the largest corporations in America, 
including oil, steel and iftilities. The 
big companies may be in a mood to 
give some concessions in order to 
avoid a major battle which would 

.paralyze the other industries which are 

their major concern, especially as this 
would tend to drive their' smaller 
competitors out of the industry. 

Even in these favorable conditions, 
Miller's strategy is quite conservative. 
The tardiness in calling out Highsplint 
and Arjay to support Brookside is just 
one example. All told, the UMW in 
June was trying to.organize only 2,634 

ing tool, as long as the mines stay in 
the hands of the capitalists, the UMW 
will lose elections, With the small 
amounts of capital tied up in these 
little mines, it is easy enough to shut 
them down and reopen them later or 
shift production elsewhere. 

This threat is increased hy the 
mushrooming of unorganized strip-
mining in the Western states. Strip-
mining is far cheaper then shaft 
mining, with a productivity of labor 
six to ten times as high as shaft-min
ing. Strip-mining is especially cheap in 
the Western fields, where coal lies 

nearer the surface than in the East. 
From 1970 to 1972, when 850 shaft 
mines shut down in the East, coal 
mining in Montana, Utah and. other 
Western states grew at a yearly rate of 
16 per cent. Most of these mines are 
either unorganized or organized by 
craIL unions. If the West is not 
organiz~4 the UMW wilIbe cr\ppled 

defianc';- of Nixon's wage Ireeie- and· 
hroke its limits- the miners have 
shown the example of courage and 
militancy to the entire working class. 

This militancy has never been 
headed up by a revolutionary leader
ship. Today it must be. The deteriora
tion of the mining industry knows 
only two solutions-the continuing 
attack on the miners' living standards, 
work standards, health and lives; or 
the nationalization of the mines under 
workers' control. 

Th' d .. . 1 
IS etenoratH,Ill, moreove.r,_IS 0.11 y f-o-' 

an especially sharp paTt of the 
deterioration of capitalism as a whole. 
This too knows only two solutions~ 
the continuing attack on the entire 
working class, or the unification of the 
working class into a revolutionary 
army'to take-power in the state. The 
miners can and Ililust build a leader
ship equal to the battles ahead. 
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favor the S(juthern Democrats. (Tne Redeemets~ countrieS~ T~e local colonial rulrxigc"i;'~se~ ---;~ 
nad actually:,heen' given, con'firol in most of ,the, propped, qp Ito keep the maSSes ,in line,'
south~rfi.stal'eseven beforethis:1 ,,0, l: BUFthisreactionary "solution'" to the crisis. of 

Thc;tl,umph ofRedell1Ptlblf;;lViis not a!complete capitalism is not con~ed, in all its respeCts, to 
countet-revolutioIi,:,!despite the. opinions of many areas,.outside the..natiOlial boundaries of advanced 
pseudo-Ma.rxists; the old southern, aristocracy' capitals. Imperialism has its am,logies, parrulels, 
never d,id regain its (jld ru.lingstlltus. It stiIl carried within the advanced countries th.emselves, though 
a sociaj'weight, but ina new 'context. . they vary in degree depending on concrete 

For the aristocracy no 10ngJr had a program conditions-which country, what area, at what 
independent' of the boui-geoi~ie. Itwas~pre-cisely time;retc. Inthe'case of the'post-Civil War U.s. 
such an independent' prograin.:'::slavery~that had South, and its relation to "northern" (i.e., U.S.)
been buried, with the Gonfede~a.:cy. . capital, these paraIlels were important enough to 

Similarly, if representafivesof the old order were fundamentally shape the nature of Southern 
prominent in the Redeemer regimes, they were industry and the southern social system in general, 
playing different social roles than before.. Basil W. once the politidll conditions had been favorahly 

~~~------------ fashioned in the 1870's 
and capita'! hegan to 
flow in during the 80's 
and 90·s. 

Ownership of capital 
in the South was I:.orge' 
Iy in the hands of the 
northern monopolistic 
bourgeoisie. 

The post-war devel
opment of lumber, rail
roads. mining iron, and 
various minerals, was 
primarily financed and 
controlled by northern 
sources. The only im
pOl·tan t sou thern indus
tries that were in the 
hands of local capital 
were tohacco and tex
tiles. hoth of which had 
pre-war ongms. and 
textiles came under 
northern control in the 
1890's. If the numher of 
southern busin<~ssmen 
increased, they were 
asua lly agen 1:8 of 
northern firms. 

Also. the ultimate 
sources of capital

Duke.' for example,S was no longer' a general investments were a national hourgeoisie that was 
Confederate Army. ,:but the· chief lobhyist ,jor rapidly ,transforming itself into a monopolistic 
T,ouisville and '\'asl1ville Railroad. class. Ifcsuch names as J,P. Morgan, Mellon. 

To be sure. the aristocracy (or more accurately hy Rockefeller' and Dupon(, are more closely associated 

this tin1e. the landed interests 1 had partial 
 with 'American 	 historY in general than with 
differences with the industrial Redeemers. Such a southern history, they ~everthcless enhanced their 
difierence.was" the dispute in 1882 Tennessee over natiOnll.l (ahd international) power by their 
the"ques-tion of regulating railroads (the landed speculative southern investments (e.g., Morgan in 
interests "supporting regulation). But these were railroads, iron and steel: the Mellons. Duponts find 
differences over particular political mechanics. not Rockefellers In minerals I. 
the arrangement- of southern society in general. Iii 
addition. manv ex-aristocrats were ahle to more SUPER·EXPLOITATION 
intimately con;ect with urban capital by becoming Souther" workers were subjected to super·exploi·
supply merchants to small. and landless farmers. tation and oppression.
And further, ·if the 	landed iIlterests had political As we noted in the first article, southern workers 
power (measured in such fotmal terms as control in the manufacturing industries in 1910 averaged 
over votes in lowland rural areas. the "Black Belt"), only $452 annually, 	compared to $518 nationally.
it served ,to enhance,hourgeois power in gener\ll, by Cotton mills in the 1890's paid adult males around
suppressiIlg dangerous "urban" (working'class) 40-50 cents a day, while children normally received 
influences. ten to twelve cents. Cigar makers received about 25 

The hasM compatability between the lords of the cents an hour: the story was approximately the 
town and the lords of the land was not due to any same for carpenters.
ahstract; phitosophic,_·1<J\;8"betw.een._ them. Th9 Given the'!", importance of the lower-paying
friendship existed for very practical reasons. Urban extractive industries in the South. the regional
capital and landed interests were more afraid of the wage differences became even greater. To this must 
black and white plebians and the working class than be added the extraordinary brutality in the general
they were of eacb other. field uf working conditions-working hours, age of 

operatives. safety, standards, etc. 
,CAPITALISM'S DECLINE Production was largely centered in the extractive 

This last phenemenon was pointed out in the first and labo~-intensive sectors. 
article. The 1876 compromise was related, to the fact In 1910, 62 per cent of southern workers were 
that capitalism was entering into a ~ransitional employed in the extractive industries (including 
period and headed toward full-scale decline. Due to coal. minerals, etc. ),while in 1.900 one-third of 
the tendency for the rate of profit to fall, capitalism southern workers were engaged in lumber produc
was decreasiIlgly able to simultaneously raise labor tion alone. In addition, the products of southern 
productivity significantly and to maintain bearahle mines, forests, and fields were shipped out of the 
living standards for its workers. 	 region in raw, or crudely processed, form. When 

A return to mercantilist forms of plunder was including the other major industries oLtextiles, 
capitalism's favored solution, including. the imper tobacco, and food manufacturing, it becomes clear 
ialist rape of the underdeveloped. portIOns of. the that southern industry in general (with exceptions 
world_ Workers in these areas were super-expIOlted, such as iron) was of a labor-intensive (rather than 
paid helow the general level of t?e proletariat in the capital-intensive) character. 
advanced countries. Raw materials were plundered THE'POLITICS OF OPPRESSION
and withdrawn to the "mother countries." The 
underdeveloped world in general became subordin The South being a super-oppressed economic 
ated in all its social aspects to the advanced region for farmers and worker's, there was (as in the 

'~e 'if!iirc"Y.(f}(Jto/J'elf'. 111.f{I(Nt 

'., "thi;d';;orld"";' cor;'es' . , '-~'ly-sulJ~;:cr 


.poUllf~a!.~!l.~ar~~ t~~ t~ebe~}i

hlacks,tne mcepClOn of ptwnme~~'t , ", 
to . ~he,political rights they hadw()l); tlw 
Re{;onstfuctiotiigovernments,' though in an!i.ncl::C~~ 
ingly ineffective manner, had offnred them som!' 
measure of political'freedom (e.g. ~ehe "black 
parfiawents", in South Carolina- ,black majorjty 
representation in the state legislature), 

ThElUgh officially retaining political and civil 
rights for some time ufter Reconstruclion, hlacks 
were stripped of many of .these formalities at the 
turn of the century. Jim Crow segregation laws were 
enacted, and disenfranchisement was accomplished 
through various means'-poll taxes, "grandfather 
clauses," literacy and property quulificalions. 
Loopholes were at first left for whites, though many 
of them were disenfranchised, too. 

For the landless and poor farmers geIH'rally, 
Redemption was not exactly benevolent. Formal 
approval, in the form of tlw lien laws, was givl'n to 
t.he usurious methods of merchants who suppli(~d 
and hought. crops from the farmers. The allium,!, 
het.ween landed interests and urhu!) capit.al sparked 
the, Populist rehellions of the 1890·s. Bused on a 
program of agrarian radicalism, t.ho Populist:; (and 
their organizational arm, tlw People's Part.y) 
achieved electoral vicLories in this period. hili', wen' 
incapable of altering the general sii.nation, and wen,! 
soon divided and sruashed. 

As for workers. "the law" was not content with 
violently breaking up strikes (as in phe bloodily
suppressed Gastonia, N.C. strike of 19291. There 
was also t.he convict-lease system. lasting wl'll into 
the Twentieth Century, which has been compared to 
the forced lahor camps in Nazi Germany. Under this 
system. convicts were leased out to private firms 
a~d subjected to the most vicious and brut.al 
conditions. while at tho same time heing used to 
break strikes of free workers. who wer~ fighting 
against t.heir own brutal condit.ions. I II the mil! 
towns, free workers could hardly expeel much more 
from the law. Here the company directly controll"cf 
almost everything- the stores, the cilurcllPs. 
and the political offices and police. 

UNDERDEVELOPMENT 

All the cheraderist.ics of southern society we 
have noted, cannot b,' divorced from til!' fael that 
the region, for four «decades into the Twentieth 
Century. was kept predominately rural in nature. 
Despite having one-third of the national population, 
the region hy 1929 produced only J I. 7 per cent of 
the total national value of manufactured produl'\s. 
Onlv one tenth of the American working dass was 
lo(;a'ted here. In this way. the South was like other 
"hackward" areas of th" world. It t.oo exporien('('d a 
"development of underdevelopment." and the 
reasons for i~s poverty can also be traced hack to 
che rottenness of capitalism. 

Many aspects of southern society. of course, huve 
changed in the era of the "New South." And it is 
these changes. as well as the things that haven't 
changed, that will be discussed in the next article. 
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